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A scholarship to Southern Illinois University at Carbondale has
been awarded to Brenda Kay Carson, 1965 graduate of South Fulton
High School. In addition to her
tuition being paid for the 1965-66
year at SIU, she received an activity award.
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We Need 't:ciustrial Park

Southern Bell's dial conversion later this week
can't help but cause the older folks around the Twin
Cities to think back over the years about how the telephone,like everything else, has changed.
In fact, some of them did some reminiscing recently. Mrs. L. 0. Bradford remembers that her family was
one of the first in Fulton to have a phone. It was put in
shortly before the turn of the century.
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Seems like it was January! I
don't know maybe it was December. Anyhow it seems to me like I
had just fallen heir to the presidency of the Banana Festival Association. I surely must have slipped on a banana peeling, got a
hard blow in the fall, and got some
kind of delusions that the influence
of the office of State representative's office could go a long way
today putting on a better and bigger Banana Festival; get state and
federal funds for a civic center; get
more industry for our area; more
jobs for our young people; better
salaries for our teachers, etc., etc.,
etc., ad infinitum.
So I ran for State representative
and didn't quite make the winner's
circle. But it's like my dear, beloved mother used to say . . . "it's
nothing but a try." Most people
say I ran a remarkable race, seeing as how it was my first venture
into the candidate's arena, the first
woman ever to run, besides being
a little on the controversial side in
some various and sundry circles.
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Southern Bell's New Dial Sy tem Has
Long Time Residents Looking To Past
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New let's see . . . where was I
when Mr. and Mrs. Average Voter
said? . . . back to the salt mines,
Jo.

rary
University of
Lexington, Ky.Kentucky '

"It was really quite a novelty.
In fact, a lot of people came to the
house just to see it. Some of the
people used it but a lot were afraid
to touch it," Mrs. Bradford said.
"I used to be a regular errand girl
in the neighborhood summoning
people to the phone and delivering
messages."
Joe Davis, owner of the City Coal
Company and one of the peppiest
people in town, recalls that back
about 1907 the telephone office was
over what is now Noffel's Department Store on Lake Street.
He also remembers the old horse

-SMITH ATKINS
Smith Atkins, one of Fulton's
most active civic leaders, and president of the Fulton Bank was found
dead at his home at about 6:30
p. m. on Wednesday evening. The
beloved citizen, a former Mayor
and city councilman was at his
desk at the bank earlier in the
day, and friends said that he had
commented on the fact that he
was feeling fine and rested.
Mr. Atkins had been ill at times
during the past few years, but his
death was unexpected. He had
spent a leisurely day at his cabin
at Reelfoot Lake on Tuesday, visiting with the neighbors and enjoying
himself. He was 71.
News of his untimely death 'reached the News office at press time
on Wednesday. Everywhere in
Kentucky and Tennessee, where he
was well known and respected, his
death came as a shock and deep
loss to the community.
Funeral arrangements, in charge
of Whitnel Funeral Home, are incomplete. He is survived by his
wife, son Jerry, and two daughters
Mrs. Don Sensing and Mrs. Charles
Reams.

and wagon the company had instead of an automobile. An installer back in those days did more
than install and repair telephones.
He frequently had to dig a hole
for the pole, then set the pole (with
the help of his horse), string the
cable and then put in the telephone.
One of the oldest living retired
employees in this part of the state
is Mrs. Myrtle Walsh of 107 4th
Street. She started work as an
operator in 1906 and worked in that
office mentioned above.
"At first there were only two

Postoffice Now Library;
BreathittFinancesProgram
United States Senator John Sherman Cooper has
notified Fulton City Manager Rollin Shaw that the old
postoffice building has been assigned to the city for use
as a public library. In his wire Senator Cooper said:

George Burnette
To Represent
Mutual Firm

I ran third .. . or "last, last" . . .
as the Hickman County Gazette
gleefully reported, just 26 votes
behind Ralph Graves who ran secNew telephone directories arrived this week and the first one is presentond in his repeat bid for the office.
ed
to Chamber of Commerce President L. M. McBride by Southern Bell
Considering as how I only got about
service
representative Lucille Burton. Since all the phone numbers ir
58% of the vote in Fulton, even after some hatchet-men sharpened
the
Twin-Cities
will change, Southern Bell urges evoryotto,to study the
George E. Burnette has been
their weapons in the garbage can, pointed a representative of the new directories
carefully.
I agree with a lot of folks, that Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance
'twern't bad at all!
Company. He will be associated
with the Charles J. Scholtz Agency
Paul, the children, and some of Louisville, and will assist policymighty good and loyal friends fig- holders in the surrounding areas.
ured that of the 58% of the vote
A 1957 graduate of Fulton High
I received in Fulton, about 90% of School, Mr. Burnette was graduatthat number comprise the civic, ed Magna Cum Laude from the
religious, cultural and business University of Louisville with a
News Publisher Paul Westphel- fractured hip. Prior to that time he
leaders, who were shocked, sad- B. S. in Commerce. He served three ing left Sunday afternoon for St. and Mrs. Westpheling had visited
dened and disappointed that I years in the Air Force, and was Joseph, Missouri, to attend funeral their son and his family in Fulton
didn't win. The other ten per cent assigned to Davis-Monthan AFB, services for his father, Paul West- on several occasions. In October
pheling, Sr., who passed away 1962, on their last visit here, they
are also wonderful people in less- Tucson.
er positions of endeavor, but who
Prior to joining Connecticut Mut- early Sunday morning after a ling- celebrated their golden wedding
also love our home-town and would ual, Mr. Burnette was affiliated ering illness.
anniversary.
have joined the 90% in being proud with another insurance firm.
Mr. Westpheling, who was 84, had
He was born in St. Joseph, Misof having a neighbor in the KenMarried and the father of two been a semi-invalid at his home in souri, of a pioneer family in their
tucky General Assembly to speak children, he resides at 303 Fair- St. Joseph following a fall two city and spent
his whole life there
up for the recognition we deserve. lane Drive, Mayfield, Ky.
years ago in which he suffered a in the Wholesale grocery business.
That goes for hundreds of other
He had retired about ten years
people in the four-counties who had
ago.
faith in what I could do. You know
Besides his wife, he is survived
what, a loser, has more obligation
by seven children: Paul, of Fulton;
to keep working than a winner. . .
Walter, Orange, Calif; Tom, Kanbecause a loser owes more to
sas City; Jack, Omaha; Jeanette
friends, because faith and friend(Mrs. Irwin) Schwien, San Gabriel,
ship cost them a vote. See?
Property in Kentucky must be thrown out the two cases.
Calif.; Louise (Mrs. John) Morgan,
assessed at its fair cash value, ef•
Commissioner Watson Clay wrote San Diego, Calif.; Martha Ann
So I add and I subtract and I fective Jan. 1, 1966, the Court of
the appellate opinion, which ends (Mrs. F. R.) Brown, Portland, Oreanalyze and I come up with the Appeals- has ruled.
a decline in tax assessments. The gon. Paul and Mary Jo Westpheling
same thing . . . it's time to get
The ruling upholds Section 172 statewide average has fallen to of Fulton are among 21 grandchilmoving along with this here now
Banana Festival. Please, you guys of the Kentucky Censtitution which about 27 per cent of cash value. In dren who also survive.
Funeral services were conducted
and gals who are going to work to requires that property be assessed Fulton County the average is
Tuesday at 10:30 a. m. in St.
make this a bigger and better Fes- at 100 per cent of value for taxing 24.94% of cash value.
Joseph's Cathedral, with Sidenfadtival . . . get me a seeing eye dog purposes.
The opinion said "the Constituen Funeral Home in charge.
. . . don't let me slip and hit my
The decision came in two cases tion and statutory law demand ashead again and stray from the real,
filed
by Jefferson County educators, sessment of property at its fair
hones' to goodness job at hand
. citizens
and students asking cash cash value, and the people of this
to work for a better understanding
value
assessments.
The appellate Commonwealth and this court will
not only among ourselves . . . but
court
reversed
Franklin
Circuit no longer tolerate any substantial
with our neighbors to the south of
Judge
Henry
Meigs,
who had retreat from this standard."
us as well!
The appellate opinion said no
other case asking for assessment at
100 per cent of cash value had
come before the court in the past.

H. P. Westpheling, Sr. Father
Of News Publisher Dies Sunday

Property Assessments Go To 100%
Of Cash Value On January First

Washington, D. C. June 15, 1965
I am pleased to advise you that on June 18 the General Services Administration will assign the former
United States post office building in Fulton to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, who will
assign it to the City of Fulton for public library purposes.
John Sherman Cooper
USS Kentucky
The announcement from Washington is the second windfall of
good luck that has come to the
Fulton County Library Board. On
May 15, Governor Edward T.
Breathitt announced that a
$30,000.00 grant from his contingency fund will be given to the
county to establish demonstration
libraries at Hickman and Fulton,
in additon to a new Bookmobile
that will circulate in the areas in
the county not easily accesible to
either of the libraries.

operators, a manager and an outside man," she said. "One of us
had to sleep up there every might
just in case someone wanted to
make a call and we always were
called at midnight by an employee
in another town to see if we were
all right," said said.
If you wanted to place a long distance call baek in those early days,
you had to go up to the office to do
it. There were two booths in an
outer office that were used exclusively for long distance calls.
"We didn't place too many,
though, because people used long
distance primarily in cases of
emergencies or for business reasons," she explained.
Telephone service has been in
Fulton since 1894 and Bell Telephone has been here since 1902.
The original Bell Company here
was the Cumberland Telephone
Company with headquarters in
Nashville, Tennessee. In 1924 it became Southern Bell.
At one time, though, there was
another company also operating
here known as the Fulton Rural
Telephone Company, which meant
that many people had two different
phones with two different companies in their homes.
A directory for the Rural Company is still in the possesgion of
Mr. E. L. Cook and it is on display
this week at Weak's Department
Store. It is the 1910 issue and contains many names of businesses
that are still here today such as the
City National Bank, Benentt Drug
Company and Browder Mills.
It contained only one advertisement, that of the Alvin J. Burrow
Piano Store, and it contained one
interesting- notice
which read:
"When through talking RING OFF.
(Continual on page ten)

Nancy Adams
May Appear
On Hirt Show

camera equipment, employees'
salaries, subscriptions to library
Al Hirt, the famed trumpet playservices, etc., as well as some re- er, will have a summer show on
pair for remodeling the library television.
buildings.
His first effort is scheduled for
The acquisition of the postoffice 6:30 p. m. Saturday on CBS, rebuilding, plus the grant from Gov- placing "The Jackie Gleason
ernor Breathitt culminates a 41rig Show."
period of hard Work and dedicaHirt will have guest stars and
tion to the program by the Fulton the show will center mostly on
County Library Board and other music. Fulton's Nancy Adams has
interested citizens.
been mentioned as a possible guest
The bookmobile, costing $7200.00 performer.
has already arrived in the county:
Breathitt's grant will enable the funds from Governor Breathitt will
county libraries to be included in arrive on July 1, 1965.
the 1966-1968 budget requests for
libraries. The demonstration proMRS. DEDMON SPEAKS!
gram will be operated for two
The Past Matrons' Club of the
years, with the expenses being
Elder and Mrs. Harry D. Dick,
borne by the State of Kentucky, Order of Eastern Star met in the whose home address is Apache
providing that the governmetnal home of Mrs. Bessie Clifton on Junction, Arizona, are in Fulton
agencies now appropriating funds June 10. The study was given by doing missionary work for The
to the libraries will be continued. Mrs. Floyd Dedmon on, "The Church of Jesus Christ of LatterThe City of Hickman, the City of Twelve Christ Chose."
day Saints. They are presently loFulton and the County Fiscal Court
ated at the Star trailer park on
have indicated that they will conEast State Line.
DIXON GRADUATES!
tinue their financial support dur- Elder and Mrs. Dick will conduct
Among the graduates at Mem- Sunday School at the Woman's
ing the term of the demonstration
phis State University is James E. Club building each Sunday at
program.
10
Dixon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eldred a. m., starting next Sunday,
June
The grant from Governor Breath- Dixon of South Fulton. Jimmy was 20.
The public is cordially invited
itt provides for an expansive out- one of the 133 students named to to
attend this Sunday School; also,
lay of new books, new shelving, the dean's list.
observers are welcome.

Latter Day Saints
To Begin Services

Clyde Hubbard Again
Named League Prexy

DEFEATED, BUT NOT DISINTERESTED in what Governor Edward
T. Breathitt has to say about the future of West Kentucky, are Ralph
Graves, editor of the Carlisle County News and Mrs. Jo Westpheling of
Fulton, who joined the Governor in a discussion following the press
meeting held recently at Kentucky Dam Village. Both Graves and Mrs.
Westpheling opposed incumbent Henry Maddox in the State Representative's race.

Clyde W. Hubbard, Louisville,
has been elected to his third term
as president of the League of Kentucky Sportsmen. The election was
a highlight of the League's 30th
annual meeting last week-end at
Paducah.
Dr. Robert C. Webb, Grayson,
was named "Sportsman of the
Year" by a board of previous recipients.
Hubbard is a former member of
the Fish SE Wildlife Resources Commission. Dr. Webb is the League
vice president in the Eighth Wildlife Region of the Commonwealth.

Subscribe To The News
$1.00 for 6 months

Well, when are all the other pictures coming out' That's what these Cub
Scouts appear to be saying as they
participated in the giant camp.
ores last week-end at Kitty League Ball Park. The answer is that the pictures
will be in next week's Shopper and
News ... small staff, big
paper, new phones, crowded out all the other "big news."

DDD Comes To Twin Area; "Voice With
A Smile" Goes To Community's Hall Of Fame
By Jo Westphelin.g
There's something sad about
progress! In a generation where
transition from the old to the new is
a commonplace, everyday occurrence, those of us who have grown
accustomed to the faces of old friends,
sentimental journeys, and old customs find it extremely difficult to adjust to modern day progress, though
we know that change in an era of
41ace and science is inexorable.
Perhaps the saddest part of progress is man's insatiable desire to invent those devices that speed up the
once leisurely art of plain living . . .
and perhaps obliterate mankind. The
washing-machine has replaced the
washer-woman; the automobile, the
blacksmith; electrical refrigeration
the ice-man, and this week-end Southern Bell brings to our twin-cities the
world's most modern telephone system, which for all practical purposes
relegates to sentimental oblivion the
"voice with a smile."
When Alexander Bell invented
the telephone (or was it Marconi or
Don Ameche) there were few people
alive who would predict that this invention would bring the world together with the cheerful sound of a
female voice saying: "Long Distance
calling." Even a few short years ago,
none of us could envision a time when
we could dial our own telephone calls
. . . much less imagine this direct distance dialing(DDD)that comes to the
twin-city area this week-end.
While we shall enjoy the luxury
of this ultra-modern mode of communications, we cannot help but be
reminded of all those wonderful people, who through the years have withstood the rain, the wind and the leaden skies to take their places at those
switchboards, through night and day,
to keep us closer together, to help us
in our business and private lives, and
to be there to share our joys and our
sorrows,_ our trials and tribulations,
our successes and our failures.
Of all the categories of service
employment in the world, few, perhaps none, shall ever be more important, and perhaps more unsung and
unhearalded than the "telephone
operator," who this week enters the
"Valhalla of the Constant Servant."
It is doubtful that we will find a

public park where a monument is
erected to the gals with the nerves of
iron. When we think of all the times
the "voice with a smile" should have
answered us with a growl, we're almost ashamed to listen to the inanimate sound that comes with the new
touch-tone system installed in our office.
And when we think of the hundreds, maybe thousands of times we
have merely said to an operator:"We
want to call Mr. Doaks in Washington, don't know his first name or
street number, or business address,"
and they'd find Doaks for us, we're
going to be guilty as all get-out looking at those ten little keys on touchtone, while wondering why we ever
got irritated over a few seconds delay
when we picked up the receiver.
What we're trying to say is, that
we shall miss more than we can ever
say, all those magnificent people who
have "manned" the switch-board at
the local telephone offices and everywhere else in this half-century since
here we've been. We're going to miss
them for many reasons . . . their devotion to duty, their invaluable assistance, their friendliness. We are
going to miss them because many of
them will be leaving us to take up
similar duties where progress has not
touched, as yet. We are going to miss
them because they have always performed as friends, although we have
never seen any of them but know
them through their voices with a
smile.
Southern Bell Telephone Company is making generous restitution
to those telephone operators and other
employees who will not transfer to
other installations in the system, but
who will leave the organization.
We wish that these words of appreciation to those "voices" that will
be leaving us will convey to them our
deep gratitude for their sincere
friendship and loyal service through
the years. We feel as did Hugh Black
when he said: "To bury a friendship
is a keener grief than to bury a
friend."
We hope that we are not burying
the friendship we had with the employees of the local telephone office
. . . only transferring to an area where
we can dial the distance that directly
separates us.

Farm Bureau Supports Talmadge - Watts
Bill To Aid Farmer's Retirement Plan

;..

U. S. Representative John C.
Watts (D.) of Kentucky, a key member of the House Ways and Means
Committee, has introduced a bill in
the U. S. House of Represetnatives
(H. R. 8023) that would amend the
self-Employed Individuals Tax Retirement Act of 1962. The Bill ,if passed, would remove the requirement,
an inequity in the act, which unfairly
discriminates against farmers and
other small businessmen by eliminating the requirement that only 30 percent of the taxpayers earnings may
be treated as earned income when income is the product of personal services and invested capital.
A similar bill has been introduced in the Senate (S. 1939) and is sponsored by Senator Herman Talmadge
(D.) of Georgia, a prominent member of the Senate Finance Committee.
If passed, the identical bills
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Published Every Thursday of The Year
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Second - class postage paid at 209 Commercial
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would implement Farm Bureau's policy on taxation of retirement fund contributions made by self-employed
farmers.
Farm Bureau is strongly supporting enactment of these bills. The
1962 law Self-Employed Individuals
Tax Retirement Act of 1962 authorized self-employed people, including
farmers, to defer income taxes on 50
percent of the money they contributed to qualified retirement funds.
The Watts and Talmadge bills
are necessary because of the 1962 act,
in its final form, provided more favorable tax treatment only in the case
of what it defined as "earned income."
The law did not permit this favorable treatment on income from a
capital investment. In the case of
businesses—like farms which require
both capital and personal services—
the lawmakers arbitrarily determined
that so-called "earned income" could
never exceed 30 percent of total net
business income.
As a result of this' limitation, a
farmer who makes a It income of
$8,333 a year may contrilute only
$250 per year to an approved pension,
profit sharing, or annuity plan. He
can defer income taxes on half of this,
or $125.
However, a self-employed lawyer who has an identical income is allowed to contribute up to $833 to his
retirement plan. And his tax deferral
could be $416.50, exactly 33 1-3 times
what the farmer is allowed.
The Watts-Talmadge bills would
remove this inequity and provide the
identical tax treatment to all selfemployed persons.
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I VETERANS AFFAIRS
The Veterans Administration has
joined President Johnson's campaign to find summer jobs for the
nation's youth, including 25,000 in
B.
the Federal Government, Olney
AdminVeterans
Manager,
Owen,
istration Regional Office, Louisville, Kentucky, said today.

FROM THE FILES:—

Tantin' g Back The Clock—
Figures reveal that a total of
1671 have been called into ,military
service from Fulton County, entering all branches, Army, Navy,
Marines and Women's Auxiliary
Corps.
Plans for the city playground got
off to a late start this season and
this fact, coupled with a shortage
of playground equipment and a
paid supervisor, compelled the
abandonment of plans for the playground here title year.
Mrs. Deward Wilson was hostess
to the Pilot Oak Homemakers Club
on June 22. Eight members and
four visitors were present. The
following officers were elected:
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, president; Mrs.
Pern Grissom, vice president; Mrs.
Everett Carr, secretary-treasurer,
and Mrs. Deward Wilson, program
conductor.
Miss Jessie Neil Carter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Carter
of Fulton, took third honors in the
contest.
Pepsi-Cola
state-wide
Hewitt Brownell Wheeler of Ashland and Jean Dolores Day of Burlington received the- scholarships,
and Miss Carter ran third in the
state contest.
Miss Joyce Elam, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. J. C. Elam, in a single
ring ceremony conducted by Rev.
Sam Ed Bradley, pastor of the
First Baptist Church here, was
united in marriage on June 23 to
Pfc. Billy C. Fry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J, C. Fry of Fulton Route 5.
From Beelerton: Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Beard are announcing the
arrival of Patricia Lee on June 19
at Fulton Hospital.
Roy Howell was surprised on
June 24 when friends and relatives gathered at his home with
well-filled baskets to celebrate his
birthday.

sistance have been advocated by
William J. Driver, Administrator
of Veterans Affairs, before a House
subcommittee, Olney B. Owen,
Manager of the VA Regional Office
in Louisville, said today.
The increased cost of the two prowould be about $23.5 million
grams
least
The goal is to open up at
five-year period, Mr. Owen
a
over
500,000 job opportunities over and said.
t
employmen
above normal summer
Mr. Owen said that the Adminfor young men and women, 16
had also urged that the
istrator
leavbe
will
through 21 years, who
for termination of
deadline
present
ing classrooms in June.
rehabilitation training
vocational
to
"The VA heartily subscribes
be extended by ten years. Longthis program of providing oppor- term psychiatric patients now beto
practicable,
tunities, as far as
ing benefited by developments in
boys and girls who need them the the psychiatric field, may thus be
most because of economic or edu- able to receive this training alcational disadvantages," Owen though their present deadline has
said,
long since expired. However, the
Vice President Humphrey has extension would apply not only to
been appointed to direct this Youth totally disabled veterans but to all
Opportunity Program. The Vice veterans whose disabilities have
President is not only seeking the become so severe as to prevent
cooperation of National and State them from performing the occupaGovernments, but has solicited help tions for which they were previousfrom 'business firms, labor unions, ly trained. In a previous appearnewspapers, trade associations ance before a House committee a
and municipalities across the na- few weeks ago, Mr. Driver had
tion.
urged that compensation payments
Altogether, Mr. Humphrey reveterans disabled in service
to
ported, more than one million should be increased by about $130
pieces of mail have gone out, and million annually. Mr. Owen pointed
pledges of cooperation are pouring out that the suggested increase is
in as the result.
20 percent for vocational rehabiliState Employment Service Of- tation allowances, now ranging
fices will be focal points for filling from $65 to $120. There has been no
employer needs. These offices will increase in these allowances since
be able to supply interested youths 1948.
to employers who want to provide
Increased education expenses
work and training opportunities, or
to furnish additional information over the years have made the presabout the Youth Opportunity Cam- ent Orphans' Education Allowance
no longer commensurate with the
paign.
Increased benefits for disabled benefit contemplated by Congress
veterans' vocational rehabilitation when it established the program in
and War Orphans' educational as- 1956, he said.
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Greenfield Monument Works
In Ope_ratlon 11 Tears

From Dukedom: Mr. and Mrs.
Almous Byars spent last week end
with his sister, Mrs. Mathis Cook,
near Boaz. Sunday was Mr. Byar's
birthday, so they all drove to the
park in Paducah and had lunch.
From Palestine: Those attending
the birthday celebration of Mrs.
Robert Watts on June 24 were:
Mrs. W. M. Watts and Verne Watts
of Fulgham, Mr. and Mrs. Oma
Muller and son of Detroit, Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Franklin and family of
Wingo, Mr, and Mrs. Vagion Armbruster of Columbus, Ky., Mr. and
4.Mrs. James Wade and family, Mr..
and Mrs. Wilburn Hardy and family.
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Tid Bits
of Kentucky Folklore
help curing babies of thrush and
hives. However, this marvelous naA long study of some of the as- tive power must be shared with
pects of folk medicine has brought any one born after the death of his
this rather startling fact to light: father, with any ordained minister,
most of the practitioners of folk
and any confirmed old maid (age
medicine do not charge for their
not specified).
services. Of course, some nosey
Most of this knowledge about
folks who patronize these upstart medicine is inherited or passed on
to
away
fellows who have gone
from parent to child as a sort of
medical collegtis might stir up favor after the skilled parent
were
charging
some trouble if any
knows the general ability and nadone. But the folk doctors them- ture of the girl or boy who is to
selves declare that they would
carry on the family tradition of belose their powers, especially those
ing a faith doctor. I have had a
of a magical nature, if they ac- good many people tell me of their
cepted anything so earthy as cash. being so chosen and their feeling
that they had been 4dained, as it
There is, however, a hitch in this
were, to heal the sick. What is
altruistic attitude. No folk doctor
as compared with that?
diploma
good
a
accepting
to
seems averse
In my many years of studying
square meal, or many, for his serfolk medicine I have never had a
vices, or anything that is presented
chance to learn any of the langA
money.
to him, just so it isn't
uage of the trade. I have been told
few of the more Scotchy kind have
that
the word uttered by healers is
they
that
suggest
been known to
from the Bible and
not
necessarily
wouldn't mind having this or that
may not concern religion. I have
Of
.
possessions
patient's
of the
read many recorded rigmaroles,
course, when a fellow is sick, he
but most of them sounded about
is glad to promise a simple thing like the
counting-out games of chilheard
have
I
like this. Ordinarily,
and
rarely had any recognizdren,
and read, the folk doctor takes no
able English word in them. Maybe
even
present
his
gets
chances and
these are merely the audible
before the patient finally snaps out
charms; I have heard that the
of his disease or passes to his re- healer says
most of his spells to
ward.
and
I hope that he underhimself,
Being a folk doctor, you see is
stands them; maybe they have
is
fellow
A
job.
another
not just
more sense than the ones that incalled to it. For exirmple, he is quisitive fellows have set down. So
born with a caul, a piece of mem- far, however, I have not been guilty
brance that sticks tctpis forehead
of putting down a charm; maybe I
when he is born. If his' parents are
might run afoul of the charmer's
and
membrance
this
dry
wise, they
charm.
warrant
save it for him, as a sure
Not only doctoring is passed on
of his being called to practice cer- thus; so is water-witching. It runs
and
medicine
folk
tain mysteries of
in families. Either a fellow inherits
hocus pocus. If he is the seventh
the ability from his parents or is
an
as
out
pointed
thus
son, he is
given it after proper observation of
ex officio curer of thrush (usually
the stability of his character and
called thrash), that disease that his ability to keep a
secret. You
makes small children so miserable. see, this sort of thing just
must not
Merely by blowing his breath into
be trifled with. If the fellow who
about
brings
he
mouth,
child's
the
practices it should be frivolous
a cure. And that breath in no way
enough to let some uninitiated pertakes his own appetite for some son in on the street, it
might spoil
good victuals served by the child's the whole works, and
then where
mother. Any seventh son can do
would you dig a well, anyway?
this; and any seventh daughter,
too. But if you are the seventh son
of a seventh son, you are a doctor
We Need Industrial Park
in spite of yourself; you just can't

"CASH ON THE BARREL HEAD"

JUNE
is
DAIRY MONTH
We would like to take this opportunity to salute the
Dairy Farmers of this area as they observe National
Dairy Month.

abou
and

other
Locally produced dairy products contribute more to this necessary
health and financial well - being than any other class of foods.
We are proud to have been of service to our local dairy farmers,

troub
you
get a

and hope that we may continue to serve them.
OF A
I ENT

SWIFT & COMPANY
East State Line

Fulton, Ky.
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•••‘•• -

New Courses
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New courses in radio-television
will be offered as part of an expanded curriculum at Murray State
College this fall according to an
announcement by Dr. Ray Mofield,
chairman of the new Department
of Communications. Mofield, who
devotes most of his time to serving
as assistant to President Woods,
will teach two of the classes. One
will be RTV-Speech 370 "RadioTelevision
News and
Special
Events."
The other is RTV-Speech 568
"Broadcast Station Management
and Operations." Other courses being taught for the first time include: Writing for Radio-Television,
being taught by Mr. James Harris.
"For the first time, we will be able
to offer a professional minor in
radio-TV speech," said Dr. Mofield.
The new Department has three
Divisions: Journalism, radio-television, and speech. Offerings are
being increased in The field of
speech correction and hearing in
cooperation with the Division of
Psychology in the School of Education. Journalism will be expanded
too with the addition of a second
professor September 1.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

•

•

.
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GO COOL 'RI' CAREFREE WITH (

Refreshing Dairy Foods
A cow sculptured in pure country butter has been one of the exhibits at the Illinois State Fair for more than 40 years. Earl Dutt
of Quincy, III., has been the sculptor for the past five years. Levi
Dennis, state food inspector, is shown here with the current model.

Leo Middens, Harrison County
Safest Kentucky Farm Family
The Leo Midden Family of Harrison County is the Safest Farm
Family in Kentucky. Announcement of the selection came from
the Kentucky Farm Safety Committee, sponsor of the statewide
program.

respective county. This certificate
designated that family as the 1965
First Place Winner for its county.
3. The state winner (family) received the following awards:
(a) An engraved plaque identifying that family is the 1965 Kentucky Safe Farm Family.
(b) A week-end vacation for the
entire family at a Kentucky state
park of its choice courtesy of the
Kentucky Farm Safety Committee.
4. The state runner-up family received as its award an engraved
plaque courtesy of the Kentucky
Farm Safety Committee.

Mr. and Mrs. Midden and their
four children live on Route 4, Cynthiana, and own and operate a
125-acre general farm.
Thursday, Friday, June 17-18
Runner-up in the contest is the
Keller Wilson Family of Robinson
Double Feature
County. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson and
Starts 8:08
their two children live on Route 1,
Chuck Scott - Bonnie - Hinson
Mt. Olivet, and own and operate a
MOONSHINE MOUNTAIN
280-acre general farm.
The purpose of the Safetst Farm
Then at 9:48
Family Contest is to promote farm
Burt Lancaster - Ava Gardner
and home safety by creating a keen
SEVEN DAYS IN MAY
awareness among families and
family members of useful and practical safety habits. This awareness
Sat., June 19
The News takes pleasure in
has been made keener through a
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
Triple Feature
system of county and statewide
contests to select the families that following friends:
Starts at 8:07
June 18: Sandra Harris; June
Dale Robertson-Yvonne DeCarlo practice farm and home safety
19:
Jean Fuller; June 20: Mrs.
most
regularly
thoroughly
and
.
LAW OF THE LAWLESS
A winning family was designated Felix Gossum, Sr.; June 21: KenStarts at 9:44
from each county having one or neth Alexander, Jr., Dickie GosGogi Grant - William Reynolds
more entries in the contest. The sum, W. B. Lancaster, Mary WoodTHE BIG BEAT
winner of each county contest was ruff;
June 22: Dena Reed, Peggy PirJohn Saxon - Sandra Dee
designated as the safest farm famiRESTLESS YEARS
ly of that county for 1965 and auto- tle; June 23: Eugene Copeland,
matically became eligible for parti- Ronald Mac Fields, Ricky Lock,
cipation in the state contest. The Jr.; June 24: Howard Barron, TomJune 20-21, Sun-Mon
state contest was among the win- my LeMaster, Elaine Rogers, Robning families from the county con- ert Watts.
Double Feature
tests.
The Kentucky Farm Safety ComStarts at 8:07
mittee made the following awards
Elvis Presley
GOSPEL SERVICES!
to Kentucky farm families enterFUN IN ACAPULCO
A special series of gospel sering the 1965 contest:
vices at the Central Church of
Then at 9:57
1. Certificates of recognition to Christ in Fulton will start June 20
William Holden - Audrey Hepburn
each family entering its county and continue through June 27. SerPARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES
contest.
vices will be at 7:30 p. m. during
2. First place certificates to each the week and at 6:30 on the two
CLOSED TUES - WED.
family wining the contest of its Sundays.
THEATRE
Between Martin & Union City

At

OW'

Happy Birthday

kid

ss

New home in view?

Keep chicken tender and moist with
fresh melted butter.

Discover fun and fancy ways to
serve cooling ice cream.

ELECTRIC HEAT FOR YOU!
No matter whether you're building or remodeling, now is the time to think
about modernizing your heating system. Why not install convenient, dependable,
and trouble-free electric heating?

e the
Ronal

Using electric heating is just as economical in Fulton as electricity and some
other type of heating system due to our special electric heating rate.
4r1,S a ry

Electricity costs no more - but look what you get - You're getting a care-free,
trouble-free heating system. This is true no matter what type of electric heating
you select. It's cleaner, safer, quieter and more dependable. It's a fact! You car
get a thermostat in every ropm for individual comfort.

foods.
r

REMEMBER, IT COSTS NO MORE TO GO TOTAL-ELECTRIC, AND THINK
OF ALL THE BENEFITS YOU'LL BE GETTING ... AND ALL WITH CONVENIENT ONE-BILL SERVICE.
LET US HELP YOU PLAN FOR ELECTRIC LIVING.
Tenn•

1/30.v "--- ^ •

CALL US TODAY!

.111111,01.

4•111111.

Sour cream adds new flavor and
zest to supper salads.

THIS MESSAGE BROUGHT TO YOU

BY THE

DAIRY FARMERS IN FULTON COUNTY

• •

FULTON ERB

Cy.

Creamy,. cool coL`cage cileese livens
a fresh fruit salad.

THROUGH THE AMERICAN DAIRY ASSOCIATION OF KY.

6111111111111111118111se
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The Young Men's Business Club
will meet for dinner and business
at 7 p. m., June 23, in the club
room, 205 Commercial Avenue. All
members are urged to attend.

The Wiimaks!

Is Yours A
'ONE BANK' Family?

DEWEY JOHNSON
All types of Insurance

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering

Gat th
Socurif
ciation
Missou
by the
Corpor
Govern
availab

Everything"

422 Lake St.
Phone 408

Fulton, Ky.

/14

LE
ACQI
of the
Troop 43 of the First Methodist Church in Fulton was the winner
in
Store
Shoe
Family
elaborate camping equipment awarded by Bay's
Buddy
are
equipment
a sales competition. Shown here accepting the
Gore.
Hefley, Scoutmaster Dr. John Lloyd Jones, David Jones and Bill

s-EN
.071e‘
#11

Write
ditiona
and fii
ment,
send y
money
your k
this co

40-

0
0

A
It's easy, and it pays... to be a "one bank" family. In this one bank, you'll find every
banking service you want... you'll save time, enjoy greater convenience, and be
assured of helpful,experienced attention to all your financial needs. Bank with us ...
you can bank on us!

OUTDOOR
GAS GRILL
Charles
Anxious to start on an early camping trip are: Mike Fenwick,
troops
scout
Other
Erickson.
Steve
and
Hales
Danny
Hefley, Dick Jones,
are:
placed
they
which
in
order
the
entered in the competition and
Church
Union
73;
Troop
GSA
Cayce
Lions Troop 42; Explorettes Post 43;
CPYF; Explorer Post 43 and Cayce GSA Troop 128.

Blue Cross
Asks Increase
For Non-Group
State Insurance Commissioner
William E. Bivin has called a public hearing for Tuesday, June 22 to
consider a rate increase requested
by Kentucky Blue Cross Plan, Inc.
for its direct-pay (non-group) subscribers.
The requested over-all increase
of 22.39 per cent would affect some
84,000 Kentucky individuals and
families who buy their health care
insurance direct from Blue Cross.
The new rates are requested ef-

fective July 1, 1965.
Under the proposed rate revisions, a standard family contract
with a $6-a-day room allowance
would cost $20.10 per quarter, compared with the present $16.50 (21.8
per cent more). The standard
single contract with a $10-a-day
room allowance would go from
$9.45 to $11.55 quarterly (a 22.2 per
cent increase).
After a public hearing last
spring, former Insurance Commis
sioner J. Elliott Flanery on May 5,
1964 granted an over-all 19.9 per
cent increase, about half the amount requested by Blue Cross.
The last previous increase for direct-pay subscribers was in 1957.

... To The Dairy Farmer
Our Bank's Praise And Thanks

Here's the newest idea for
familyfun outdoors.Cooks
fast.. cooks right..,cooks
clean. No fire-starting
chores...no waiting for
coals to burn down. Perfect results every time.
Treat your family to a gas
grill...TODAY.

The City National Bank

$79.50 Installed
$1.50 per month
4-piece grill set
Free

Ask;ir

CITY of FITLTON
Gas Department

PICNICS
Pork Steak

FgERI;

DAD'S DAY SPECIALS
' TO 30`-c DISCOUNT ON ALL
(
15
SUITS AND SPORT COATS
( DISCOUNT ON SHOES
20e'

FULTON, KY.

LAKE STREET

290

BIG
ii!
Skill

55c

PORK Cutlets

Hats, Slacks, Shirts, Ties and Socks
Jewelry and Novelties
Many other fine gifts to please your Dad.
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
The Store for men who dress with care

GRISHAM'S DIENS WEAR
Fulton, Ky.

220 Main Street

MEV

r

OPEN 6:45 P. M.—PHONE 12
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FULTON
........

•
•
•
•
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NOW
Thru Saturday I
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•
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j
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%. WALT DIEINEYpresent,

s
,Those Calloway
0
TECHNICOLOR

1964 Wa4 Disney Productions

A)

STARTS SUNDAY

ffeRciliailig
gaRY0FARIB81P
a
-AVOW
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1/61e880
AsinfteD
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BONELESS

59(

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT OUAN i i itaS

smaimanserresvisiessummegimis
50 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps

TOPPY SLICED BACON . . . . . . . LB. 59c
• 12-0z. Pkg. 45c
FRANKS ARMOUR'S STAR
LONG, SLENDER
▪ . 2 for 19c
CARROTS CELLO
•
BAGS
BLUE PLATE
. .01. 39c
SALAD DRESSING
• • • . . . . 69c
WESSON OIL 1 1-2 QT. SIZE
MEAT CHUNK
. . . 25c
fUNA Starkist LIGHT
1-2 CAN SIZE
SHOWBOAT
PORK and BEANS GIANT
40-0Z. • • • • • • 25c

with this coupon and $5 purchase excluding tobacco. You may receive 150
Valu-Plus stamps with both No. 1 and
No. 2 coupons at Big Valu Food Store
in Fulton.

Coupon expires June 19
100 Extra Valu-Plus Stamps
with this coupon and $10 or more purchase excluding tobacco. You may receive 150 Valu-Plus stamps with both
No. 1 and No. 2 coupons at Big Valu
Food Store in Fulton.

•

LETTUCE
50 Extra Value-Plus Stamps
with

this

coupon

and

purchase

of

69c Size 36S Buffered Aspirin
Coupon Expires June 19

II

this coupon

and

purchase

12 oz. Size Gulf Aerosal Bomb
Coupon Expires June 19

Coupon expires June 19
lmouraim

NICE, CRISP
FRESH - HEAD

50 Extra Value-Plus Stamps
with

......

Poop STORES

We are Headquarters for

FATHERS DAY GIFTS:

*

•**

of

II

10c

50 Extra Value-Plus Stamps

with this coupon

and

purchase

of

2 Boxes 1-4 Lb. L & M Tea
with free glass or 1 Box L & M
Tea,48 count bags
Coupon Expires June 19

WALKING BLOOD BANKS
WASHINGTON — Labor Depart- 1 needed by 1970. Last year, however,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Louisville
ment figures indicate that 100,000 only 2,800 people were granted deGeneral hospital has a list of 100
school and other librarians will be grees in library science.
persons who can be called on night
or day to give blood in emergencies
If the regional blood center cannot supply the entxis. The 100 inGet the highest rate on your savings at
clude a variety of blood types.
Security Federal Savings and Loan Association at 124 East Center Street in Sikeston,
JAPANESE CHILDREN
LEARN TO EAT MUTTON
Missouri. Savings are insured up to $10,000
by the Federal Savings & Loan insurance
Tokyo — Promotion of New Zealand mutton, particularly in school
Corporation — an agency of the Federal
Current Dividend
lunch programs, has resulted in a
Government. Your savings immediately
rise in imports of the meat from
On
available. tons to 40,000 tons a year in
four
Insured Savings
the past five years. The mutton is
served to 2 1-2 million Japanese
sschoolchildren in stews and curries.

1

2

SAVINGS added by the 10th
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE 1st

LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
Write today for additional information
and financial statement, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.

Mr. James M. Beaird, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
124 East Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your annual report and information to
Name
Address
City

State

CLASSIFIED ADS
BID FORM

Letting of the contract to furnish
milk for the Fulton City School
Cafeteria 1965-1986.
Milk for the School Cafeteria:
Must be delivered in half pints in
carton and be GRADE A, pasteurized, homogenized and of a correct
temperature to satisfy State Department of Education requirements when delivered. Delivery
time must be convenient for the
management of the Cafeteria. Bid
is to be based on raw milk price
and is to be in the hands of the
Superintendent by noon July 6,
1965. Last year the Cafeteria used
99,317 half pints. The Fulton City
Board of Education reserves the
FISH CAUGHT BY TONS
UNITh.D NATIONS, N. Y. — A right to reject any or all bids.
research ship taking part in the International Indian Ocean ExpediSPINET PIANO BARGAIN
tion told of hauling in three tons
of fish and crabs in 45 minutes of
trawling. Its nets had a 40-foot
WANTED: Responsible party to
aperture.
take over low monthly payments
on a spinet phew. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager, P.
0. Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana.

WATKINS has opening for man
or lady to serve customers in Fulton. Write C. R. Ruble, Dept. J-1,
P. 0. Box No. 2447, Memphis, Tennessee.

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

U PON
WE

Wall
Paper
and
Housepaint

ZIMONS PAINT STORE
107 E. State Line

Congratulations,
Mr. Dairy Farmer

Phone 67
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ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR TOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

NEW DUPONT

LueiIi
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TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.
MALE HELP WANTED: The
fastest growing health and accident company in the state has an
opening for a man who is willing
to work and travel in this area.
We are expanding in bordering
states this year. Need new personnel for management as well as
sales force. Direct mail leads furnished daily. Our men earn in excess of $8500 per year. For appointment contact Paul B. Daniel, P. 0.
Box 1097, Owensboro, Kentucky.

Subscribe To The News

Results Assured
on Pickles Cured

$1.00 for 6 months
*Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
*Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
*Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
*Picture frames
*Permanent flower arrangements
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
*Corsages and pillow
corsages
*Wedding flowers a specialty
*Artistic funeral arrangements

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20.
Carr at Commercial

SPEAS
VINEGAR

with
Apple Cider or White Distilled

4

t
HOME STYLE
KOSHER DILL PICKLES

LIFE

To each quart jar adds
1 head fresh dill
2 to 3 cloves garlic
(depending on size)
1 small red or green hot pepper (optima)
Select fresh-firm cucumbers—
wash and pack in jars
Bring to a boil:
2 quarts water
1 quart Speas distilled or cider vinegar
1 cup non-iodized salt
Pour hot solution over cucumbers and seal.
Pickles will be ready in 3 to 4 weeks depending on the size of the cucumbers. For plain
dill pickles the garlic buds can be omitted.

FREEII

28-page booklet, "Why Didn't Someone Ten
s for Vinegar?"
selirsiete
recTphees.
tIlpesAbaonudt All
2400 Nicholson Ave, Kansas City, Missouri.

Beginning June 20
in Fulton
You've done it again! Another year of providing the
finest quality milk and
milk products to our community.
To a busy man, saving
time is important. That's
why so many businessmen
bank here, where every
banking service is under
one roof. Naturally they
like our thorough knowledge of their banking
needs . . . our willingness
to help with business loans.

.4

COMPLETE BANKING
SERVICES

You Can

* Home Improvement
Loans
* Checking & Savings
Accts
* Home Mortgage Loans

Dial Your Own
Long Distanoe
Calls...

Station-toStation

* Banking by Mail
* Bank Money Orders
* Safety Deposit Boxes

WE APPRECIATE THE
VALUED PATRONAGE
OF OUR FARM FRIENDS

Keeping in touch with out-of-town friends will soon

always get the low station-to-station rate. So start

be quicker, easier than ever. Starting June 20 you'll

thinking now about all those out-of-the-city friends

just dial your party direct, and when they answer,

you'd like to talk to. June 20 will soon be here!

start talking. It's that easy ... that convenient. And
when you dial your own Long Distance calls, you'll

FULTON'BANK
MEMBER FDIC

FULTON, KY.

Southern Bell
...Serving You

YOU'LL LIKE DIALING YOUR OWN LONG DISTANCE CALLS!
•
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STORY will feature an almost exclusively Kentucky cast. Many actors and singers who have appeared in the drama in past years have
given up other engagements to
take part in this Homecoming Edition of THE STEPHEN FOSTER
STORY. The leading female role
of 'Jeanie with the light brown
CaBardstown, Ky., June 1 — THE hair,' will be done by Marion
Harlan, Kenof
native
will
a
STORY
wood,
FOSTER
N
STEPHE
gaining promiopen its seventh season at the J. tucky, who is fast
world.
Dan Talbott Amphitheatre on June nence in the musical
new seathe
about
asked
SeptemWhen
through
19th and continue
Jay Wil,
Manager
General
musison,
ber 6th. Kentucky's famous
things have
"Many
said:
American
lougl-by
beloved
the
to
tribute
cal
a big year
composer, will play each evening, combined to make this
Story. Auexcept Mondays, at 8:30 p. m. EST. for The Stephen Foster
many
made
has
Green,
be
Paul
will
thor,
matinee
special
This year a
rungiven each Sunday at 3:30 p. m. dramatic changes in his long
EST in the air-conditioned audi- ning play. We have designed and
Hometorium of the Bardstown High built new scenery for this
FosSchool. At the Sunday matinee and coming Edition of The Stephen
engreatly
will
which
children
Story
nces,
ter
performa
evening
Add
under twelve will be admitted free- hance the beauty of the snow.
d accompanied by an adult. Ticket to all this the presence in this years
reservations can be made by call- cast of so much fine Kentucky
talent.
ing: Bardstown 348-5971.
In honor of Kentucky HomecomPark
We Ncad
ing Year, THE STEPHEN FOSTER

Stephen Foster
Story To Open
On June 19th
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Summer's Heat Close Second To
Cold As Hazard To Heart Patients
Summer's heat runs a close second to winter's chill as a hazard to ever, for those heart and high
blood pressure patients whose docheart patients.
are trying to decrease the
tors
So watch out for that first severe amount of salt such patients conheat wave, warns the Kentucky sume, or are attempting to proHeart Association. Why? Because mote salt excretion or loss tlirough
the heart works harder under con- the use of certain drugs.
ditions of high heat and humidity
The Kentucky Heart Association
to maintain body temperatures at advises these patients: Don't wait
normal levels.
until the effects of hot weather
complicated your condition;
have
greataIt does this by pumping
doctor now, so that the
your
see
er volume of blood at a faster rate,
you are taking can be
medicine
d
controlle
in
le
measurab
actually
adjusted if necessary,
and
checked
has
experiments. The normal heart
impact of the sumfull
the
before
overcome
to
power
reserve
enough
itself felt.
makes
heat
mer
huand
heat
the stress imposed by
midity. The demands placed on a
damaged heart, however, may add
up to dangerous strain—as much
as or even more than the burdens
imposed by exercise or other exertion.
What's the answer? According to
the Heart Association, the wise
thing to do is: take it easy, and
try to keep cool. In addition, the
usual hot weather tips are good adThe appointment of Tommy L
vice for the cardiac as well as for Preston, publisher of the Cynthiana
aealthy people of all ages. These Democrat, as associate director of
include eating and dressing light- the Kentucky Better Roads Council,
ly, taking frequent baths, staying was announced here today by Gilout of the sun, and avoiding too bert W. Kingsbury, the executive
much exertion.
director.
Summer heat has another builtMr. Preston, who also is the
in hazard that especially applies owner of the Robertson County
deor
poor
has
who
to the person
News, Mt. Olivet, will take over his
fective blood circulation: it takes duties immediately, working in
badly needed salt out of the body. the field with county officials and
Most people perspire heavily in others on highway promotion prosummer, losing large amounts of blems.
salt and fluid in the process. You
The Carrollton native, who began
should replace them by drinking his journalism work as editor of
more water than you normally do the Carrollton News Democrat, also
nd by taking extra salt, usually at will help in the educational cammealtimes.
paign on the $176 million bond
This may pose a problem, how- issue to be on the November ballot.

Roads Council
Hires Editor
As Director

WE BUY,
SELL and TRADE
BROMAN CI

New and Used Shotguns.
Pistols. Rifles
Leader Sporting Goods
414 LAKE STPHONE 206

Mr. Preston is a veteran, having
served in Turkey and the Near
East during the peak of the Berlin crisis. He was assigned to
NATO and the United States Information Service. The new Council
official is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and is married
to the former Miss Carolyn L.
Points of Ashland.
During the past six years his
newspaper, the Cynthiana Democrat, has won 52 state and national
awards.

Ask your friends over for• back yard barbecue during the week. It's easy when you make Cheese
'a' Beef Barbecue and Banana Cake the night before.

• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarke Beiselarant
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bondurant and
daughters, Allison and Tammy Jo,
have returned to their home in
Beaumont, Texas, after a week's
vacation with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Bondurant.
Recent guests of Mrs. Daisie
Bondurant and Clarice were Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Bondurant and daughters, Allison and Tammy Jo, Rev.
LaRoyce Brown, Mrs. Chester
Wade and grandson, Robert Wade.

Mrs. Ethel Oliver and Lynette in
Memphis.
Mrs. Ethel Oliver, Mrs. Milton
Bennett and Lynette Oliver, of
Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Campbell, Dalton Oliver and son,
David, of Akron, Ohio, attended the
funeral of their aunt, Mrs. Vella
Hammonds, last Tuesday.
Andy Wade is visiting John Miles
Benentt and his grandmother, Mrs.
Ethel Oliver in Memphis.
Rev. and Mrs. Luther Clark and
sons spent the past week in Memphis, attending the Methodist Conference. We welcome Rev. Clark
back as pastor of the Cayce
church.
Mrs. Maurice Bondurant and

Scott and Jeff Ammons of Murray are visiting their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ammons.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Stephenson
and son, Gary, of Louisville, spent
last week with Mrs. Nell Johnson
and Mrs. Blanche Menees.
Mr. and Mrs. James Royce Vick
and family, of St. Louis, spent last
week with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Damon Vick.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Lane Wade
and son, Robert, of Lexington, Ky.,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Wade and Andy.
Mrs. Edna Alexander is visiting

Maurice Carr are on a nice vacation trip to the east. They will visit
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver and
Ken in Philadelphia, also some
friends in New Jersey, and will attend the Warld's Fair in New York

City.
We were sorry to learn of the
death of our good friend, Mrs.
Vella Hammonds. She had many
friends and relatives here who
loved her. We extend sympathy to
her family.

Discover how
a bourbon can be

Subscribe To The News

2 Pt.
1
90 Proof - $4.85 4/5 Qt. $1.55 /

th

$1.00 for 6 months

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON, 90 MOT 8 109 PROOF BOIRDKtiOU:KY
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See us, if you need a loan
Dairy Farmers of the Purchase Counties are expanding their business, with the purchase of Bulk Tanks, modernization of barns and the construction of Elevated Milk
Parlors-. We invite farmers of this area to contact us and let us show you how you may
obtain necessary credit for your planned program. THE PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATION loans money for all types of FARM PRODUCTS.

Thousands Of Our Local Farmers Have Used
Production Credit Planned Loans
Through the use of P. C. A. CREDIT, thousands of your
farm friends and neighbors have been able to increase
their net farm income, pay off mortgages, improve their
farms and increase their standard of living. Credit used
wisely can help you to get ahead faster. See us when you
have a need for credit.

LOANS MADE
FROM
1 TO 7 YEARS

JACKSON PURCHASE

Production Credit Assn.
JOHN P. WILSON
Fulton Co. Field Ofc. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2506

WARREN BARD
Hickman Co. Field Ole. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5161

15 oz. Libbey
Beverage Glass
when you buy 7 gallons Ashland Gasoline
Get extra enjoyment from tall, cool summer drinks with attractive,
Golden Wave beverage glasses! These luxurious, amber-colored
glasses have the famous Libbey Safedge rim and weighted bottom.
You get one glass FREE with every 7 gallons of Ashland Vitalized
Gasoline you buy. Start collecting your set today. Drive in at your
Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer displaying the "FREE
BEVERAGE GLASS" sign.
Set MORE MILES PER GALLON with Ashland Vitalized Gasoline!

Large Libbey Serving Tray only

89c

with oil change or lubrication at
regular prices. Charge it on your
Ashland Oil credit card.
Satin,ebony-like finish ...stain and
burn resistant... dishwasher-safe
serves everything.
... versatile

OFFER WIRES JULY *1, 1988

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING

COMPANY
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Julia Campbell,
Engagement Of Miss Holloway And Charles
Stewart
Mr. Burnette Is Announced Today To
Wed In July

Fuller-Warren Betrothal Told
Today; Ceremony Is In August
Of interest in Western Tennessee and Kent
ucky is
the announcement of the engagement and
approaching
marriage of Miss Joan Carol Fuller, daughter
of Mr. and
Mrs. James Fuller, to James Hal Warren, son
of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Warren.

Announcement has been made by
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Campbell of
Fulton of the engagement of their
daughter, Julia Annette, to Charles
Terry Stewart, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Stewart of Pilot Oak, Kentucky.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Fulton High School and is emplo
yed by the Martin Manufactur
ing
Company in Martin, Tennessee.
Mr. Stewart is a graduate of Cuba
High School and is employed
by
Henry I. Siegel Company in South
Fulton, Tennessee.
A July wedding is planned.

w seay WU; have
year
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g rund and
Flomen Fosly en/. Add
years
itucky

The maternal grandparents of
the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs.
B. W. Klapp of Mayfield, Kentucky.
Her paternal grandparents were
the late Mr. and Mrs. Valvie Fuller.
Mr. Warren's maternal grandparents are Mrs. Stella Shuman
and the late Mr. Albert Smith of
Fulton. His paternal grandparents
were the late Reverend and Mrs.
C. H. Warren.
Miss Fuller was graduated as
Salutatorian from South Fulton
High School in the class of 1963.
She was a member of the Beta
Club, a member of the basketball
court and a cheerleader. She is
now a junior at Memphis State
University majoring in elementary
education. She is a member of
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority and
a member of the Kappa Alpha
Sweethearts Club Les Dames.
Mr. Warren was graduated with
honors from Fulton High School in
the class of 1961. In High School
he was President of the National
Honor Society and of Quill and
Scroll. He was a member of the
Bulldog Club and was named the
Best Citizen of the School.
Mr. Warren was graduated from
Memphis State University in January of 1965 majoring in History
and with minors in Sociology and
Journalism. He was Scholastic

THE WINNAH!
Mrs. Max McDade was the
winner of a silver coffee
server, donated by Mr. and Mrs.
Winthrop
Rockefeller and given away
in a
drawing at the Charity
Ball in
Murray last Friday night.

pa

dleston's dress was pale green
lace.
Both wore corsages of
white orchids.
A reception at the churc
h followed the ceremony.
The couple will be at
home in
Memphis, where the groom
attends
University of Tennessee
School of
Medicine.
Mr. and Mrs. Huddleston
returned Monday, after
attending the
wedding. They were hosts
at a rehearsal dinner for membe
rs of the
wedding party on Frida
y night at
a Knoxville restau
rant.

Miss Joan Carol Fuller

Miss Holloway

Chairman of the Kappa Alpha National Fraternity.
Mr. Warren will enter the University of Kentucky Law School in
the fall. Miss Fuller will transfer
to the University of Kentucky to
complete her undergraduate work
in elementary education.
The wedding will be solemnized
at the First Baptist Church on August the eighth at three o'clock in
the afternoon with the Reverend
Denzel Dukes officiating,

FAST RELIEF! Terrifying Spasms of Bronchial Asthma relieved quickly (usually
within 1 minute.) with NEPHRON Inhalant
Even the most stubborn cases respond.
Regardless of what you have tried ar
how hopeless your case, NEPHRON could
answer your need with amazing results.
See your Druggist for NEPHRON.
City Drug Co.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Eugene Holloway of
Fulton are today announcing the engagement and
the approaching marriage of their daughter Doro
thy Lynne to Mr. William Earl Burnette, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Pierce Burnette also of Fulton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Robert Coffman O'Mar and the late Mr. O'Mar, and
her paternal grandparents are Mrs. Charles Edward
Holloway and the late Mr. Holloway.
The groom's maternal grandparents are Mrs.
Ellis Hicks and the late Mr. Hicks. His paternal
grandparents are Mrs. Clyde. Burnette and the
late Mr. Burnette.
The bride-elect was graduated from Fulton
High School in the class of 1964, and is a student
at Murray State College.
Mr. Burnette was graduated from Fulton High
School in the class of 1960. He, too, is a student at
Murray State College.
The wedding will be solemnized at the First
Christan Church on Saturday, the twenty-eighth of
August, nineteen hundred and sixty-five.

Miss Bennett And Mr. Huddleston
United In Lovely Church Ceremony
Broadway Baptist Church in Robins,
Georgia;
Mrs. Lafe
Knoxville, Tennessee, was the setThompson of Knoxville, and Miss
ting for the wedding at 7:30 last
Saturday evening of Miss Sandrt Brenda Gilley of Paris, Tennessee.
Joan Benentt and Charles Irving
The bride's attendants
wore
Huddleston.
gowns of ice blue taffeta and carDr. Lewis E. Rhodes performed ried cascade bouquets of pink carnations and ivy.
the ceremony.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and
The father of the groom was best
Mrs. John Edward Bennett of man. Ushers were John
Edward
Knoxville. The groom is the son Bennett,
Jr., brother of the bride;
of Mr. and Mrs. Arch Huddleston James Findlay Hudge
ns of Gallaof Fulton.
tin, Tennessee; M. A. Blanton of
The bride wore a dress of silk Union City, Tennessee, and Robert
organza over taffeta and carried S. Hinds of Cleveland, Tennessee.
white roses and ivy, with a white
The bride was given in marriage
orchid.
by her father. Her brother, James
Miss Brenda Bennett, sister of Mack Benentt, was ring bearer.
the bride, was maid of honor.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Bridesmaids were Miss Marcia
Bennett of Bristol, Tennessee; Mrs. Benentt chose a gown of pale pink
Michael R. Fletcher of Warner peau de soie and lace. Mrs. Hud-

Headquarters for The TOUGH BREED OF TIRES!
Charlie Scates Store

\BFGoodrichl

Highway 51, North
— Phone 389 —

Fulton

PURE
MILK to

Pure Milk Company Dairy Products
Are

MILES

ctosgR

DAYS FRESHER

Call us for FAST, EFFICIENT
ON -THE-FARM

TIRE SERVICE!

Well fix your tit* on tin !pot

DON'T LOSE VALUABLE WORKIN6 TIMEI

PURE MILK CO.

Look For The PURE SIGN Al The Dairy Counter
In Your Favorite Grocery

TV

WSCS Circle
One Enjoys
Good Program

Two County Students
Named To Dean's List

Fulton County
Agent's News

The Fulton County students, Martha Lee DeMyer and Charlotte Ann
Circle One of the First Methodist Foy, have been named to the
JOHN WATTS
Church WSCS met Monday in the Dean's List in the College of Agrihome of Mrs. Rob Fowlkes. The culture and Home Economics at
Seventy-five 4-H Club members,
meeting was called to order by the University of Kentucky for the
six leaders and County Agent John
Mrs. Kelly Wood, who also conduct- past spring semester.
ed the business session. She reTo be placed on the Dean's List Watts are attending 4-H Club camp
Ar_tennas Installed
ported on the execuitve meeting on in the college the student must ob- at Dawson Springs this week. They
May 24 and called for a tabulation tain an overall academic standing left by bus Monday morning and
of sick visits and visits to shut-in of 3.4 or better, based on a 4.0 will return Friday afternoon.
members. Roll call was answered grading system.
The list includes: From Hickwith repitition of a verse of scripMiss DeMyer is the daughter of man - Teresa Adams, Jo Ella EdT EL E VISION
ture.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. DeMyer, wards, Judy Argo, Dolly Johnson,
The program was in charge of 214 Fourth Street, Fulton. She grad- Terry Minton, Cynthia White,
I .4 06 Main
Phone 307 Mrs.
Joe Davis. She gave com- uated from Fulton City High Sheila DeMyer, Nancy DeMyer,
ments on the First Commandment School. Miss Foy is the daughter of Kathy Mabry, Donna Cagle, Vickie
as found in the book, "God's Mr. and Mrs. Robert Foy, Route 1, Henry, Betty McMullin, Kathy
Psychiatry,” by Charles Allen.
Fulton. She graduated from Hick- Ward, Marilyn Morrison, Sharon
Mrs. Herman Williamson con- man County High School. Both are Bass;
densed the article, "Jesus Christ - sophomores at UK.
Jean Turner, Peggy Hawkins,
Evangelist and Evangel," from the
Brenda George, Jena James,
June issue of World Outlook by
Nancy Jo James, Joyce Dunnagan,
Bishop James K. Matthews. Mrs.
Micky Harris, Becky Newton,
J. T. Wiley gave a summary of
Cherly Toombs, Susan Jackson,
work among the Navaho Indians
Jane Voorhees, Amy Bondurant,
in New Mexico, as given in the
Lana Edwards, Nancy Parker,
article "Indians You Won't See On
Joyce Isbell, Nancy Jones, CharTelevision", in the Methodist Wolene Sharp, Pam McNeill, Vicky
man for June.
Collings, Twana McKinnis, Joni
saves you time,
Mrs. Davis closed the meeting
work, money:
Minton, Jan White, Ellen Sanger,
by reading a short prayer and havDanny Callison, Harry Poynor,
*Greater Hiding Power
State Homemaker Degrees were
ing- the group join in the Lord's
David Poynor, Don Lattus;
awarded to 252 members of the
Prayer.
Robert Forsythe, Gary Minton,
A delicious fruit drink and cake Future Homemakers of America at
Covers 1),̀41),
were served to fourteen members the 20th. state FHA meeting on David Dunnagan, Joey Johnson,
the Morehead State College Camp- Jeff Green, Van Ellingburg, Terry
after the program.
f
i .
` walls 1 \k,vc.
%
Bass, Jim White, Charles Lusk,
us.
7
,1
The state degree is conferred on David King, Mike Chandler, Terry
better
students who have completed two Parker, Jerry Parker, Ricky Hepyears of home economics training ler, Randy Adams, Wendell McClel...Goes '''''" 4
and who have made exceptional lan, Jack Watts, Stanley Watts
contributions to their chapters,
further!
Honor roll students for the spring schools, homes and communities.
Over 900 FHA members from
quarter at The University of Ten..1
7
nessee Martin Branch have been throughout Kentucky are particiannounced by Henry C. Allison, pating in the conference which ends
with a general session this mornregis
trar.
ice the convincing proof at...
To make the honor roll a student ing.
Receiving the state degrees were:
must earn a quality point average
ranging from 3.0 to 4.0, or grades M. Jean Everett, Linda Hawkins,
Paula Chirstene Jones and Janis
averaging in the A and B groups.
Among those appearing on the Kay Yarbro Fulton County High
1965 spring quarter honor roll are School and Linda Douglas, Hickthe following from this area: man County High School.
Linda Frances Potts. (summa cum
—Phone 909—
laude), Clinton; Jean Shelby Dallas, Jo Margaret Powell, Linda Subscribe To The News
Rogers, Fulton; Mary Neely Rog1
$1.00 for 6 months
ers, Hickman.

SERVICE
REPAIRS
ROPER

"ZEBRA TEST"
proves
WALLHIDE®
with GHP*

Area Students
Receive State
FHA Recognition

UTMB Names Spring
Honor Roll Students

r

Ricky Kepler, Tommy Hepler.
The Fulton News, Thursday, June 17, 196
From Fulton - Avery Hancock, Page 8
5
Mark Moon, Dan Sheehan, David
Sams, Sheila Owens, Mary Kath- Max Wilson.
Baker Minton, Mrs. James Whitt
erine Stroud, Martha Moon, Doris
From Crutchfield - Nancy Tay- Miss Janis Yarbro,
Miss Myr
Bolin.
lor.
Scearce, Miss Shirley Bard an
From Union City. Paul Wilson,
CH leaders attending are: Mrs. Jack Bellew.

NEW! WE HAVE

rr Now!

KRAFT
MILK -BANK BOOST
FEED PRODUCTS
Make The Milk Bank A
Part Of Your reed Program
BROWDER /EMIG CO. INC.
Phone 900

Fulton,Ky.
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MORE POWER
... to the Dairy Farmer
Maximized Farming
fills more milk cans
for you!
Are you satisfied with your farm inc
ome?
You can get the most from every acr
e by adopting Pet
Milk Company's Maximized Farming
Program.
Your Pet fieldman can work with you
to develop a Maximized Farming plan,tailored to your own
individual needs..
He'll bring you up to date on the
latest labor-saving
methods so you can milk the maximu
m number of cows
in the least amount of time.

who knows
well how to
I

111FA BETTER

We are proud
to serve the dairy farmers of this
area with the electric power
that makes such a big difference
them in operating a profitable
business.
to

444.1111 IC `‘*
We are proud, also,
to serve the dairy farmer's wife
with the electricity that makes
living on a farm as conveniently

His information on better breeding,
better feeding, and
culling of low producers can help you
achieve maximum.
production per cow.
He'll help you provide for maximum
protection of your
land through sound soil and water con
servation practices.
If you're not satisfied with your far
m income, why not
talk to us? Contact your Pet fieldm
an nowl
Maximize your farm income with Max
imized Farming

modern as in any city.

WE SALUTE the Dairy Farmer
s for the important contribution they are making
to
and the economy of our community the food needs
.

Hickman - Fulton Counties'

Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation

PET
MILK COMPANY

MILK PRODUCTS DIVISION

S.
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were on Friday, with Rev.
0. A. with relatives in Dresd
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Gardner conducting the servi
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ce.
A new black-top road is
Jackson's Funeral Home was
being
in started, to run one
mile east of
At Good Springs on Sunday Mr. charge of arrangements. He was Duke
Mr. and Mrs. Barrett Brundige
dom on the State Line road.
CHESTNUT GLADE
and Mrs. Ray Bruce brought their the eldest son of Mrs. Lorene Rush- This
and Carla Fay visited Mr. and
is
a
proje
ct
of
Mrs.
By
Tennessee and
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
infant son, Terry Ray, for baptism ing.
E. I. Brundige last Sunday.
very sorely eneded.
and a dedication of themselves and
Mrs. Severe Mansfield and
Mrs. Freeman Harwood has re
Garrett Bailey was home from
Mrs.
the child to God. The christening
Another large rain fell in this turne
Cappie Bowlin went for a
Detroit last week, where he
d home after spending last
visit community Saturday
has
service was conducted by Rev.
afternoon. week with her daughter
with Mr. and Mrs. Art Harve
Dale been employed, to wind up
and famil3
some
y
Shelton, pastor. Grandparents, Mr. last
Some farmers are finding it dif- in
minute details before Mrs. when they returned to their home
Nashville.
s
au
nc
rIprM
isresd
ficult
. hi
Thm
to
om
wa
ith
work
s Bruce
out the crops that
eand Mrs. Bailey returned with him
Hoyt Vaughan, from Holliday
to make on Thursday.
Este! Emerson, also the great their
have been planted.
Estel Emerson continues to
Tenn., is visiting Mr. and
home. On Monday they carMrs
imgrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Char- ried
Ricky to enroll him in school prove slowly at his home. He has
A large crowd of baseball fans Harvey Vaughan.
ley Blaylock, were present for the
been home from Fuller
in Nashville, where he is study
The Chestnut Glade Club
Morgan were at Chestnut Glade for the
ing
ceremony.
wil:
to be a hospital technician.
Hospital in Mayfield about
meet in the home of Mrs.
They
two game Sunday afternoon.
Wile
weeks
left
.
.on
Frida
y
for
George Cunningham had one
Detroit. Mrs.
Congratulations and best wishes Sims for the regular June meetini
birthday Wednesday, but two cele- Arlie Marr and children are now
are
extended to Mr. and Mrs. Jim- on Thursday at 1 p. m. Visitors arc
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest Byars and
brations. On the previous Sunday living in the Bailey home place.
Mrs. Lucile Brann visited Mrs. mie Barber, who were married cordially invited.
his children all came home and
last Saturday.
Mrs. Carrie Marr has not
been Avis Byars, who lives near Fulton,
dinner. Those as well last week as
on
Sunda
"Get Well" wishes to Miss Ora
y
afternoon.
usual.
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Eric
FOND FAREWELL!
Thom
as, a patient in the Fulton
Mrs.
Ile
Wall,
of
Huntsville, Ala.,
Cunningham and George Ed, Mr.
Mrs. Lucile Glover and Donald Hospital,
made
and
a
to
short visit with her cous- of
Mrs. D. J. Jones,
and Mrs. Billy Johnson, Mr. and
Miss Janet Allen, teacher
Dresden, were dinner guests of a patie
o!:
nt in Hillview Hospital.
Mrs. John M. Simpson and Donna, ins, Mr. and Mrs. Hillman West- Mr. and Mrs. Laver
biolog
ical sciences at Fulton High
ne
Winds
or
and
Little
brook
Bobb
,
on
y
Melto
Mond
n was carried School the past two
ay. Her health is Dale on Sunda
Mackye and Vickye, Mr. and Mrs.
y, also Mr. and Mrs. back to the hospit
years, has re
al in Memphis signed to accept a
Charles Smith, Melody and Tracy very poor. She and daughter, Geor- T. L. Ainley.
position at Ather,
last
week
for
furth
er
treat
ment.
Mrs. Addle Frields, Mrs. Winnie
ton High School in Louisville.
Cunningham and Dan. Mackye and
Vickye Simpson stayed for a longer visit with their grandfathe
r.
Then on Wednesday, the following
enjoyed eating dinner with him
at
the home of Mrs. Winnie Cunningham, where she prepared the meal:
Mr. and Mrs. Art Harvey of Nashville, Mrs. Severa Mansfield, Mrs.
Cappie Bowlin, Mrs. Eula Nelso
n
and Dan Cunningham of Somerset,
Ohio.

DUKEDOM NEWS

Although Wilma Lea Blevins, Ameri
can Dairy Princess for 196465, is pictured here with a Jerse
y cow, you can be sure that the
"first lady of the dairy industry"
plays no favorites. Her father,
Elmer D. Blevins, a Harrison, Ark,
cows of every breed during Wilma dairy farmer, purchased some
's
that the Mtn,ins family's cow loyalty year of reign — just to be sure
would he strictly non-partisan.

was advisable at this time to
return home.
Sympathy is extended to the famMrs. Monroe McClain is doing ily of Meade Rushing, who passed
nicely since she has returned to away on Wednesday at the hospital
Mrs. Naomi Tuck and son, Rich- her
home, after spending the past in Martin. Funeral at Knob Creek
ard, and Miss Ruth Harris have few weeks near Mayfi
eld with her
returned to their homes in Orlando children, while she was in a cast,
the result of a broken ankle durin
and Tallahasse, Florida, after
g
at- the spring when
she fell at her
tending the bedside, death and
home in this District No. 1.
funeral service of their mothe
r,
It has been announced that the
Mrs. T. T. Harris. Each of them summer revival
will be held at
returns to her job, while Richard New Salem Baptist
Church, bewill finish the remaining days
of ginning the third Sunday in July.
high school, final tests, etc.
Rev. Henry Davis of Buchannan,
Tenn., will be the visiting minis
ter.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
Everycjone is invited to attend this
regular appointment at New Saseries of meetings.
lem Church the past Sunday
at
The cemeteries of Acree and
both morning and evening services.
Morgan are now under the care of
Mrs. Bessie Timmons has re- Mr. Condon Mitchell, who was emturned to her home in Louisville, ployed last August. Funds will
be
after an extended visit with her needed to finance the work durin
Prevent them with
g
daughter, Estelle, and family in the summer months. It is the derEA
Florida. She was to visit with Mr. sire of the committee in charge STOCKA
DE\ ‘•R
that all who are interested get their
and Mrs. Huse McGuire, Distri
ct
contributions in as early as possiNo. 1, but, due to her health,
Aaso
it
ble. See any member of the com- Just keep STOCK- ;
mittee at your earliest conve
n- ADE'S BAR-FLY blocks beience.
fore your cattle and as they

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mn. Carey Friel&

S. P. MOORE & CO.

- Arristrong inlaid Linoleum,
—Vinyl and The.
—Downs Carpetk-Upholstering, Medern
Antique

Bro. Charles Wall filled his appointment at Knob Creek Churc
h
of Christ Sunday at 11 a. m., meeting his congregation on time.
Mr. and. Mrs. Lessie Lassiter
visited their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Carroll, of Dresden Route.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum, their
children, Gloria Ann and Hal, and
Rev. T. T. Harris were Sunday dinner guests of Grant Bynum and
daughter, Margarett.

LITTLE FRIEND

eat, the special ingredient
passes through the digestive
system .... destroys horn
and face fly larvae on the

Any mother can tell about a child's
love for her doll, and the world of

ground where they breed....

before they ever reach the fly
stage. DON'T KILL FLIES
. .Prevent theml Come in
and ask for details.

The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.

BROWDER
Milling Company, Inc.
Phone 900

PRETEND that they live in. They
confide in the doll, reprimand
them, and care for them.

Fulton

The church is a real and true
friend. The church may be counted
on in times of need, in times of
trouble, and in times of sorrow.

The church also wants to share in
your times of joy.
"A friend loveth at all times."
lit ti io 44

THIS SERIES OF CHURCH ADS
IS BEING PUBLISHED THRO
UGH THE COOPERATION OF
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORE
THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
D BY THE UNDERSIGNED
INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS
INSTITUTIONS

INTERSTATE OM COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton

America's going Ford faster,
Ford sales have hit an all-time
high! Ford Fever is breaking out ir

Phone 255

Hickman - Fulion Co's. R.E. C. C.

William Ward, Livestock

"Live Better Electrically"

We buy and sell daily
Morris St; S. Fulton

Hickman, Ky.

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Airlene Gas Co. of Fulton, Inc.

Your Prescription Drug Store

Ford Calais
all over your neighborhood. Watch for
500 LTD Hardtop
symptoms! Does your happiness count rise when you ride
in a
'65 Ford? Do you feel a ten-thrJsand-dollarcar tingle?
Do
your ears seem to tell you Ford is quieter than
ever? It is. And
you've caught Ford
Fever. Come in
:Ind let us treat you
right! 0

Fulton, Ky.

Phones 70 and 472

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,Inc
Kentucky Ave.,

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.

Fulton

Phone 62

Butane and Propane gas dealer
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 447

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

See us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St.

Phones 161 and t.

Travelers Inn Restaurant

Lennox gas furnaces, air conditione
rs;
all-electric heat pump; electric
furnaces

Featuring Home-Made Pies

Mustang Hardtop

Special Sunday Dinner

SEARS
Shop by Phone

FORD DEALER
VARDEN-GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY

PHONE 42

FULTON, KENTUCKY

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky.

Union City, TOM.

JET LANES
Special rates to Church groups
110 Fourth St.

South Fulton, Tenn.

THE CMZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 2655

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St.
Phone 9129

King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Ramb
ler Dealer
101 W. State Line

Phone 1267

I

/to
REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
June 16:

Col. C. W. Burrow, Broker
HOUSES
Very nice large two-apartment
house on Park Avenue, West Fulton, with 1 1-2 baths. Has hardwood floors upstairs and downstairs, basement and central heating plant. It is in unusually good
condition.

JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Mrs. H. E.
Shupe, R. L. Cannon, Mrs. Warren
Bard, Mrs. Larry Dew and baby,
Mrs. Emmett Reese, Porter Childers, Mrs. Hubert Bolton, Mrs.
Flora Whipple, Fulton; Mrs. Callie
Graves, Dublin; Jim Johnson, Kenton.

An extra good house on JefferHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
son St., East Fulton, with 3 bedEd Cardwell, Mrs. Kenenth Turnrooms, 1 1-2 baths, all recondition- er, Jr., Kenenth Asbill,- James
ed recently. This is priced reason- Overby, Mrs. Harvey.Toalson, Mrs.
ably.
Bobby Hendon, Mrs. Rena Batts,
Little Lazetta Patton, John Ray,
Nice brick 'house with large Fulton; Mrs. William Duncan, Mrs.
rooms on extra large lot. Price is James Harris, Little Lana Rice,
right. Located in Meadowview South Fulton; Paul McKnight,
Murfreesboro; Mrs. D. J. Jones,
Subdivision.
Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Emma Petty
-New house located in Country Dukedom; Mrs. Loyd Henderson,
Wharton,
Charles
Club Court has 3 large bedrooms Crutchfield;
wall-to-wall carpeting, central heat Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
and air-conditioning.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Tommy Brown, Mrs. J. E.
House remodeled and modern
inside located on Maple Avenue, Campbell, Warren Graham, Mrs.
W. J. Tuffield, Mrs. Maggie Tate,
East Fulton.
Fulton; Rev. Wesley Richardson,
Good house on big lot located on Karl Kendred, Mrs. Thomas LawWells Avenue, Kentucky side. son and baby, Mrs. Larry Carter,
South Fulton; Mrs. Margaret
Price reduced.
Watts, W. G. Tuck, Miss Elsie
Large house on corner of College Guyn, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. John
and Oak, South Fulton. Very nice Smith, Route 4, Fulton; Miss Ora
Thomas, Route 5, Fulton; J. B.
lot.
Byrn, Wingo; Miss Margaret JackVery nice 3-bedroom brick, wall-to son, Mrs. Goble Jackson, Farbian
wall carpeting. House has been Armbruster, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs.
built eight months. Located on H. A. Hicks, Earl Roberts, Paul
West, Raymond Bostick, Billy Gene
West State Line Tennessee side.
Kelly, Clinton; Mrs. Louise Dodge,
Route 3, Clinton; Mrs. Brenda WarCOMMERCIAL PROPERTY
The E. L. Cook building on Com- ren, Lynnville; Jim Laffoon, Water
mercial Avenue. Has 5-room apart- Valley; Mrs. Jessie Hicks, Route 1,
Water Valley; Webb Brown, Dukement upstairs.
dom; H. A. Roper, Hickman; Mrs.
An extra nice building in South Margaret Watts, Route 3, Union
Fulton already leased to a thriving City; Mrs, Catherine Henry, Cobusiness with good 5-room apart- lumbus; Mrs. Sara Pickett, Tamment upstairs. Buy this one for an ma, Ill.
investment.
A good investment in an excellent location on corner of 4th and
Carr, part of property now occupied by Rogers and Gilbert Grocery.

DEATHS
Mrs. Myrtle Williams

FARMS
Funeral services for Mrs. Willie
5 acres of land with very nice
house located near Pilot Oak, Ken- Myrtle Williams were held June 11
in Jackson's Funeral Home in
tucky.
Dukedom, with Bro. Henry Hargis
320 acres of good hill land near of Murray officiating. Burial was
Bardwell, Kentucky. Price is right. in Pinson's Cemetery.
Mrs. Williams, of near Cuba, died
15 acres of land with small house at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
located 1-2 mile south of Dukedom, Alfred R. Colley, Route 2, Wingo,
on June 9, following an extended
Tennessee.
illness. She was 89.
In addition to Mrs. Colley, she
65-acre farm located 1-2 mile
east of Dukedom. Tenn. Good land is survived by another daughter,
Mrs. Fooks White of Route 2, Murand nice 4-room house.
ray, three grandchildren, and four
48 acres of land east of Dukedom great grandchildren. Her husband
on State Line Road. Good price. • preceded her in death in 1920.
99 acres of well improved land
in Hickman County.

Meade Rushing

2 acres of land with new 3-bedMeade Rushing, of Martin, died
room house, located on Highway in Weakley County Hospital at
45 north of Water Valley, Kentucky. Martin on June 9, following a long
illness. He was 51 years of age.
20 acres of land north of Fulton
Funeral services were held at
with new house. A very attractive Knob Creek Church of Christ June
place and priced reasonably.
11 with Bro. 0. A. Gardner, of
Sharon, officiating. Interment, in
111 acres with 70 acres of good charge of Jackson's Funeral Home,
bottom land. House has modern was in Pinegar Cemetery.
conveniences and is in good condiSurviving are his mother, Mrs.
tion.
Lorene Rushing of Martin; two
daughters, Mrs. Jimmy Parker of
40 acres of good land with new Rome, N. Y., and Mrs. Peggy Man5-room house, all modern conveni- fra of Memphis; one sister, Mrs.
ences located north of Fulton- L. B. Newton, Jr., of Jackson,
Dukedom Highway. Nice country Tenn., and three brothers, Charles,
home,
Bobby and Cecil Rushing of Martin.
. 43 acres of good land with beautiful building site located 1 1-2 miles
east of Fulton on Kentucky side.

Julie Ann Britt

55 acres of good bottom land and
Funeral services for Julie Ann
fair improvements located on Highinfant daughter of Lt. and
Britt,
way 307 north of Beelerton. ReasonMrs. James R. Britt, were held
ably priced.
yesterday (Wednesday) in Whitnel's Funeral Home, with burial in
BUILDING LOTS
Beautiful building lots in Mea- Memorial Gardens.
The baby died in Ville Franche,
dowview Subdivision, Fulton, KenFrance, where Lt. Britt is stationtucky.
ed. His wife is the former Betty
Nice lots in Connaughton Sub- Ann Powell, daughter of Mr. and
division, South Fulton, Tennessee. Mrs. Charles Powell of Fulton.
I can furnish you a location for 29 PCT. IN GERMANY
your new home or build you a WOULD LIKE TO LOSE
house on your location.
BONN — Twenty-nine per cent
SEE
of the adults in West Germany
would like to weigh less, 59 per
cent are satisfied with their weight,
and about 10 per cent want to gain.
309 Walnut Street, Fulton, Ky.
Those yie findings of a recent poll.
Two per cent were undecided. WoTelephone 61 Home phone 1994
men between 40 and 50, particularPhone after June 20 472-1371
ly in Bavaria, were the most invowalema-r—ln,...7- 44,4-274741:PriV41,11411 terested in losing.

COL. C. W.BURROW

SOUTHERN BELL—
Continued From Page One)
By doing this you will get better
service and avoid annoyance to
Central. Before you call for a number always take down the receiver
and if you find the line in use hang
it up and wait until the parties ring
off. Remember I have troubles of
my own and please do not mention
yours."
That reference to "ring off' is a
key to how you used to have to
make a call in the Twin-Cities
prior to 1936. The old phones had
cranks on the side of them and to
reach "central" you had to give
that crank some good, swift turns.
When your call was finished, you
had to turn that crank again to let
the operator know.
But in 1936 all of this came to
an end when a new central office
battery
containing a common
switchboard was bt.ilt. There was
no need to crank any more because
all you had to do was lift up the
receiver and an operator said
"number please."
Mr. Forrest Riddle, who was the
Southern Bell manager here in 1936
and who is now retired and living
in Mayfield, recarls that people

were really excited about the system put in then. It made telephoning so much easier and faster, he
said.
The Chief Operator of that conversion was Mrs. Lila Hastings,
now retired and living in Fulton.
She pointed out that the original
switchboard had six positions on It.
It grew to have 24 positions.
She also mentioned some of the
emergencies and tragedies that
happened in Fulton and how operators played key roles in saving
lives and property. If a fire broke
out in a downtown business, they
would call other business men with
stores nearby and whenever the
creek looked like it was going to
flood Lake Street, they warned
people.
The 71 year history of the telephone in Fulton has been a significant one. Telephone service has
gone through a number of changes
just like Fulton and South Fulton
have gone through changes.
With the advent of dial, DDD,
Touch-Tone and all the other new
features coming to the Twin-Cities,
you can say that one era is ending
and another one is started.

Lake Street

Fulton. !Cy.

campus.
There were 110 in attendance and
twenty-two from the Kentucky Lake
Chapter, SCSA.
Boyd Champion, chairman of the
Kentucky Council presided over the
Convention. The guest speaker at
the dinner meeting on Friday was
Minott Silliman, president, Soil
Conservation Society of America,
Madison, Wisconsin. Presiding
over the work shop meeting Saturday was Dr. W. J. Huddleston,
South Central Region, Cookeville,
Tenn.
Officers elected for next year
were; Hubert Oder, Chairman,
Cynthiana; Warren Holt, Vice-

Chairman, Mayfield; and Jim Dye, dal Wrather, Charles B. Vaughn,
Maurice Humphrey, Murray; Boyd
Secretary-Treasurer.
Champion, Ernest S. Johnston,
The motto of the Society is to ad- Jesse S. Vinson, Cadiz, and Morris
vance the art and science of good P. Caudill, Marion. The Limeland use.
stone Chapter, Bowling Green, will
Warren Holt is president of the be host for the 1966 Convention.
ft
local Kentucky Lake Chapter.
Members attending from the local
TWEED CUT IN MILES
chapter were; Herbert F. Smith,
DUBLIN—Irish tweed producers
Hickman; Billy K. Benson,- Clin- have sent a three-mile roll of the
ton; James Burkeen, Paducah; cloth to German department stores.
Ralph C. Johnson, LaCenter; Arley It weighs three tons.
E. Denham, Aubrey V. Rose, Benton; Aaron L. Gant, John Owen,
Bardwell; W. B. Bryant, Jr., War- Subscribe To The News
1en Holt, Julian Cox, Lee Cross,
$1.00 for 6 months
Mayfield; Robert E. Brown, Yan-
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US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

English Cut ARM CUT55c
Lb. 69c
LB.
SUPER RIGHT (King of the Roast) list 3 Ribs)

Shoulder Roast
Beet Km Roast (
Fish Sticks
Franks

lit 5 Ribs
7-In. Cut
Lb.

7-In. Cut

Lb. 994

Cap'n John Heat 'n Eat
1-Lb.

Last w
from Crui
was in
dhoPPing
*ice peop
said the
Makes m
cause tha
meant for
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Last
brought y
the spedi
new E. W
market
wow!
Mg their
tion. (Tb •
that they
on part 01
every da
you in on
they're ba
MORE bi '4

29,

FRYERS

(Cut-Up, Split
or Quartered
LB. 33c
$100

WHOLE
LB.

Insp•eted Aik

4
TurkeypaKti
Pkg.
1.09
59C Steaks
SPECIAL COFFEE SALE
Lb. 39c
TOMATOES
Eight 0' Clock LEMONS
39c
for
12
1 -LB. $1189
)
II
10 BAG
each
19c
head
E
LETTUC
10 ch $1'09
Instant Coffee 1r:
43
,
YA:otn
es
6
Beverag
SPECIAL CHEESE SALE
Mild Cheddar
69,
Your Choice Tea Bags
Fresh Brick
Fresh Muenster
LB. 119$
Mel-O-Bit Cheese Slices
39
Large Eggs
-American or Pimento
th..t. 79s,
i
SCOTTS
SCOTTIES Mayonnaise
3
994
Facial Tissues
Jumbo Towels
Peanut Butter
89 Lunch Meat SRLI : 1
3
2 59t
394
45
i'tAN:E
Sauce
Barbecue
Hydrox Cookieinshine
39c
Chunk Tuna Chicken
Pie
Lemon
or
Peach
39,
.1$
.
y
79
Lbb.
")
14 L
7
1.
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.f t
S
(B.
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O

(2-Lb. Pkg.)

Super Right Skinless
Reg. or King Siz•

Here I
news of
shopping
end, and
to get it.

For

U. S. D. A. INSPECTED

89$

10-Ch.
Pkgs.

49C

Reno a

LB.

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

1 -Lb.
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Lib.1p/kov.79t
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235 Size
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Mild and Mellow

FIRST T
truck, Purcha
Mrs. Evelyn
wheel.

(Save 24e)

jar

Canned
Flavors

I

OUR
OWN

t Cos* of 24 1
$1.69

!Lowest Price
In Years 1
%

(GRADE A)

SUNNY BROOK

(Save 10) 1.11.

ANN
PAGE

12-0z.
Cans

Pkg. Of

DOZ.

New Size

Jar

Lb.
Jar

SULTANA

400
..
Cktg
P

12-0z. $100
Cans

FOR

Oz
28
Bottle

16-0z.
Pkg.

A

4

JANE PARKER

8 Inch Size

C4a .484
Of Sea 91-Onx

9-In.
Frozen

Pie Shells
Margarine
Cinnamon Crisp
Waverly Wafers
Pet Ritz

Pkg.
Of 2

2-1-Lb.
Ctns.

imperial

Gay Bouquet Soap
'Asst. Bog
Of 6 Bars

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., JUNE 19, 1965

694

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

5,

14'4-01.3
Box

rood Stores

A

3 -01.29
11 4
Box

394 (

Instant Coffee

204) 6.02.
jar
Off

79,

7

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859
HEINZ

CHASE 8. SANBORN

WRISLEY'S

rAiliaiCVD(k4kalS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

The Blue Grass Chapter Soil Conservation Society was host to the
State Convention of the SCSA at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington last week. Dr. Bailey welcomed the group to the University

Center-Cut
Blade

The'Fulton News, Thursday, June 17, 1965
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Local Members
Attend Soil
Society Meet

•
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Vinegar

Sweetheart Soap
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4
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Both
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Reno again!
Here I am, bringing you fresh
'news of what you should come
shopping to Fulton for this weekend, and where are the best places
to get It.
Last week two ladies called
in
from Crutchfield to say how handy
I was in making out their weeke
shopping lists, and a number nd
of
nice people in and around Fulton
'Mid the same thing, and that
makes me feel right happy, because that's exactly what I am
meant for!

'WI

rs
iton

Last week, for instance, I
brought you all the news and all
the specials from the handsome
new E. W. James and Sons supermarket on West State Line and
wow! WHAT crowds they had during their grand opening celebration. (The traffic was so heavy
that they had to put a new surface
on part of their parking lot after
every day's business, just to let
you in on a little secret). And
they're back again this week with
MORE big week-end specials.

Many Other
Local Photos
In
Fulton News
Subscribe Today
Just 97c
Plus Tax

quit. ATVS SHOPPER

PUBLISHED AT 209 COMMERCIAL
AVE. FULTON, KY, 42041

AS ADVERTISED IN THE FULTON
NEWS. THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 1965

Stage Is Set To Throw Switch Sunday
On Southern Bell's New Dial System

As the weeks go by, I am going
to talk about all of my advertisers
because I want you to get to know
them if you don't already. I want
to tell you all about their store
managers, and their accommodating salespeople, and what a really
nice bunch of folks they all are
and how HARD they will try to
please you when you buy from
them.

Like a race ho:se thundering to the finis
h
Southern Bell's Dial Conversion team this week line. That part is the changing of most
is put- four and eight party lines in the
ting the finishing touches on its massive prog
rural areas to one and two party
ram.
lines. "This is actually one of the
,
"The stage is fully set for throwing the swit
ches best parts of the program," Mathis
this Sunday morning, June 20, 1965 at 1:01 A. M.,"
said said. "It will mean much better
Curtis Mathis, Southern Bell manager earlier this
our rural subscribers."
week. service for
six
'Whe
When those switches are thrown, Twin-City
the custo
c. stomminstruction
v‘ eeks
phase oe
f the program
scribers will have one of the most modern tele sub-ler
phone began when each subscriber was
systems in the world,
i called by a member of Southern

For instance, take, Jack Bay and
his son Bob, who are the new owners of the Bay Shoe Store (formerBell's Customer Consultant Bureau.
ly the Fry Shoe Store) on Lake
1
"Phones have to be checked out
Street. Jack has been in the shoe!'
It includes everything from
Before the building was actually' and we have to be sure
business almost all of his life, and
everyone
Touch-Tone phones to Direct Dis- finish
ed, the Western Electric Com- understands how to dial."
he says if there's ONE thing he has
explaintance Dialing, along with such pany
moved in and began install-f ed Mrs. Barbara Orr of Paduc
learning about running a good shoe
ah,
other features as automatic num- ing
almost $500,000 worth of the;Kentucky, who heads the
store, it is that of giving customers
bureau.
ber identification and the eventual latest in
telephone equipment.
"Even though we had the cona CORRECT fit. He even insists on
Getting ready to throw the switches are Twin
removal of most four and eight
At the same time this was going version program to
work on, all of
fitting customers who say they al- Cities'
party
lines.
Mayors Gilbert DeMyer (left) and
on, Southern Bell's outside plant i,our local people
had to do their
ready know their size . . . because
Rex Ruddle. "The conversion culminates forces
were changing out old I regular day-by-day jobs of
feet sometimes change sizes, and
providyears of planning and nearly a full phones
and doing the many other I ing service,' Mathis said.
because he wants to be sure that
year of hard work by many peo- technical
jobs necer•sary to make! Because of this, it was neces
when a customer pays good money
sary
ple," Mathis said.
every one of the 3,900 phones in;to have plenty of
help from other
for a pair of shoes, they are going
Last July, Southern Bell began the Twin-Citie
s work on a dial sys- places, he pointed out. About
to be able to wear them comfort75
the project when the old house at
people at one time or another
ably. Jack came to Fulton last year
the corner of Washington Street tern.Plant
crews
were also putting upl worked in Fulton•
from Kansas to open the store, and
and East State Line was torn and buryi
ng part of some 175 miles
Bob, who had been operating a
down.
of outside cable which is part of
On August 6, 1894
shoe store in Arkansas, joined him
Shortly after that the Seth E. the overal
l conversion. Actually'
fran
A
chis
was
e
issu
ed
to
Down
J.
J.
ey, Trustee, Giem Construction Company start- much of this
the first of the year. They have a
cable remains to be I
fine shoe store, and yon'll be doing City of Fulton.
ed work on the new building and worked
because one phase of the Subscribe To The News
yourself a favor to go there if you
W.I. Felts, Mayor approved the original franchise. finished it's construction in Febru- conversion will not be completed
$1.00 for 6 months
need shoes or slippers.
ary of this year.
until October.
I. Robe

History of Telephone Service
In Fulton - South Fulton

Father's Day is coming up next
Sunday, and you'll surely be getting Dad a little something special
for that day, so go through all of
my ads right now and see if some
of those suggestions will do the
job. I'll bet they will!
, See you next week with the latest and best.
, P. S.: That highway intersection

For Six Months

THE

And we have more news for the
grocery shopping housewife in today's issue, as we will have from
now on: the big Piggly-Wiggly
supermarket in South Fulton also
has a handsome array of specials
for your hungry family. So come to
Fulton and make your grocery dollar s-t-r-e-t-c-h as it never has before!

.on the aerial photo on my front
page last week was incorrectly
identified as Riceville, It was really the Mayfield highway intersection with the by-pass and Ky. 307,
wasn't it!

rt Nolan, City Clerk of Fulton, J. W. Downey, Trustee,

On January 14, 1895
Downey transferred the franchise to Wright and
Chowning.
Sometime between 1895 and 1902
Wright and Chowning transferred the franchise to
the West Kentucky Telephone Company.
On August 1, 1902
The Cumberland Telephone Company purchased
the franchise from the West Kentucky Telephone Company.
Mr. J. E. Robberts was President and J. E. Wright
was Secretary, of the West Kentucky Telephone Com
pany.
in 1924
The Cumberland Telephone Company (the original
Bell Company) became Southern Bell Telephone
and
Telegraph Company.
On January 25, 1936
The magneto switchboard was changed to a common battery switchboard.
June 20, 1965
The common battery system steps aside for
a new
crossbar office furnishing DDD, ANT, TOU
CHT
ONE,
etc.

FIRST TELEPHONE COMPANY CAR IN FULT
ON: Model "T"
?ruck, purchased in 1924. Group includes (from left):
unidentified man,
Mrs. Evelyn Jamison, Dee Mitchell, with
Spencer Lomond behind the
wheel.

A point of interest is the growth of tele
ince in Fulton. The total stations growth is phone serlisted below:
(Jan. 1)
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1965
857
1235
1322 2458 3321 3,900

TELEPHONE EMPLOYEES CHRI
STMAS PARTY, 1924: (from left) (first row):
Almr Jones, Thelma
Heathcott, Olive Sams, May Grace
, Thelma McDaniel;(2nd row): Thula Roger
s,
Calla
Latta, Evelyn Jamison, Sara Stilley; (3rd row):
Santa Claus, Myrtle Walsh, Dee Mitchell, Lila
Hastin
gs,
Andre Gandin, Ruth
Tarver.

Saluting 63 wonderful years here...
SOUTHERN BELL Now Brings

Space- Age Communications
To The Twin - Cities Area

DIAL... DDD... Touch-Tone
go into service at 1:01 a.m.Sunday, June 20

Page 2
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"Hello There... -Fulton Calling"
the
to
g
Dialin
nce
'Dista
t
Direc
Welcome

Banana Crossroads of America.
E. C
coul

Lovely Banana Princess Rita Wilson receives the first long distance(DDD) call from her home town
on Saturday. June 19. Princess Rita, in New York ifudying to further her already glamorous dramatic
career is telling the world about the Twin Cities ev erywhere she goes, and that's a lot of places. She
adds her congratulations to the officials of Fulion, Kentucky and South Fulton, Tenn. on their steady
progress and growth.

Another Distinction Comes To Fulton, Ky.-South Fulton, Tenn.
we are proud to have been selected among
the first communities in Kentucky and Tennessee for
Touch -Tone and Direct Distance Dialing
********************************************************************
*4**

WE EXTEND OUR CONGRATULATIONS AND APPRECIATION
TO

44
NY
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE COMPA********0
City of Fulton,Ky.
City of South Fulton,Tenn.
Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor
Rollin Shaw, City Manager
Commissioners:
Bill Scott, W.P. Burnette, Ward Johnson,,
Charles Robert Bennett

Rex Huddle, Mayor
Henry Dunn, Jr. City Manager
Commissioners:
John Reeks,Henry Allison

10"
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For generations farmers
have been thought of as agriculturists, rather than industrialists; as workers, perhaps,
more than entrepreneurs. Yet
year after year the cost of
being a farmer goes up.
The price of an acre of land
has risen, in many communities, from $50 to $250-$300 per
acre in the owner's lifetime
Good, perhaps, for the established farmer; but it makes it
all but impossible for the
youngster who didn't inherit
his land to start a farm from
"scratch."
A dairy farmer today with a
herd of 50 cows will have as
much as $15,000 invested in
stock alone. If he has the average 30 acre farm,that means
another $75,000 investment.
FULTON SWITCHBOARD SCEN
E IN 1936: (from left): Mrs. Lila Hastings,
Another $20,000
Miss
Thomasson, Paducah,
E. C. Ford, district traffic
manager: Mrs. Calla Latta, Miss Adolp
Equip this farm with the
hus
Latta
, Mrs. Alma Curlin. Balance
could not be identified. This
most modern milking equippicture was taken at the opening of the
new office in 1936.
ment, complete with pipeline,
bulk tank, etc., and there you
have another $20,000 outlay.
A dairy farmer's buildings
are valued at about $20,000 —
and they require constant
maintenance.
Add it up: it totals a whopping investment of $130,000.
This is not the biggest, nor
the smallest dairy farm — but
a good high-type average.
So the rolling green hills,
trim white buildings and
contented cows you see when
you
whiz by a dairy farm in
the
midwest are more than
lovely pastoral scene. They a
an expensive, high prod are
ucing
food factory, with all the
prob
lems of labor, financing, retooling and taxes that "Big
Steel" has.
Takes Five for One
In fact, it took about
$5 in
capital assets to produce
$1
worth of goods on a farm (per
se) during 1963. This is
more
than double the dollar sales
ratio that the steel industry
requires!
As an independent businessman the farmer is more subject, than most any other industry, to both the vicissitudes
of nature and the fluctuation
of the economic situation.
Drought, flood or pestilence,
can turn the grain farmer's
cash crop into a loss almost
overnight.
The individual farmer has
1800-20 1840-60 1880-1900-20 1940-60 1965
little control over the market
6'
price of his product. The dairy
farmer has the constant re511
sponsibility of keeping 50 ani5'10
mals in tip-top health if his
producticrn is going to make
51
him a profit.
58
No segment of the American
economy is more vital to all
5'7
of our well being than the
5'6
American farmer. Each farmer today provides food for 27
city dwellers.

He didn't
need an
extra long
mattress

Bring your sleeping comfort
up to date with extra-long
Sealy Posturepedic®

Fulton News-Shopper ,,J June 17, 1965

JOHN POWELL EMERSON
2 Miles North of Pilot Oak
REPRESENTING

TAYLOR MOTORS
Murray, Ky.

New and "Like-New" Used Cars
Latest Models Of

PLYMOUTH - - DODGE - CHRYSLER

NEWS - SHOPPER SPECIAL

6 Months Subscription
TO THE

FULTON NEWS
ONLY

Stores Feature
Specials For
Dairy Month
Summer time is a happy
time. And right now, it's a
"values" time for shoppers
because merchants all over
the city are joining in observance of June is Dairy Month.
While food stores are featuring Dairy foods for cool,
tempting summer menus, department stores, variety shops
and others are directing attention to accessories that will
make it easy for you to take
milk along on picnics, to the
beach, or wherever you go.
Be sure to read the advertisements in this special section. Everyone is celebrating
Dairy Month.

PLUS 3c TAX

26 NEWS - FILLED ISSUES
PLUS

THE NEWS - SHOPPER

ONE YEAR — $2.00 (lax included)

Offer Good For NEW and RENEWAL SUB
SCRIBERS

THINK OF IT

A complete copy of the Fulton News,
plus the News-Shopper, both filled with
all the news about the folks
youlmow and advertising bargains galore.
THIS OFFER GOOD IN
Fulton, Hickman. y/eakley. Graves and

Take advantage! A 5' longer
comfort zone do4sn't cost a penn
y more than
regular length. When you buy your
new Posturepedic now you're
getting a
mattress that's not only better . .
. but bigger and better! Better
because it's
the only mattress designed in coope
ration with leading orthopedic surgeons to give you firm supp
ort. Choose your cornfort extra firm or gently firm today!

195.9

Don't miss these other Super-Size Posturep
edic bonus offers!
QUEEN SIZE EXPANDER KIT AT NO EXTRA
COST—lets you use 60x80"
Queen Size on your regular full size bed.
2-pc. set

*199

KING SIZE BED FRAME AT NO EXTRA COS
T—accommodates 76x80"
Posturepedic for 50% more room than full
size. 3-pc. set
*299

FULTON HARDWARE &
FURNITURE COMPANY
208 LAKE ST.

PHONE 1

Obi= Counties

FILL OUT COUPON BELOW
ATTACH $1.00
YOU'LL GET THE NEWS NEXT WEEK.
Kenmore
Detergent
This new detergent works
in hard of' soft, hot or cold
water. Gets clothes clean
without bleach, blueing or
softeners. Get yours today.

Fulton News. News-Shopper Special
Enclosed Please Find $1.00 for 6 months.
Please Send the Fulton County News to:
NAME
(Rural route,'street or PO Box)

25-lb. *PM"99
Carton
CHARGE IT
on Scars Revoking( harge
Shop at Sears
and Save

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back

SEARS
303 Broadway So. Fulton, Tenn.
Phone 2002

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Please Check One

NEW

RENEWAL

Mail To
Fulton County News. PO Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky
Offer Expires, July 10, 1965

REELFOOT
U. S. GOVERNMENT GRADED CHOICE

FREE! FREE!
POPCORN

59' CUT ROAST
59' FRANKS
REEL FOOT

ALL DAY FRIDAY & SATURDAY

SWIFT CANNED

If You Don't Find The Cut Of Meat You
Want In Our Meat Counter, Just Ask and
Will Be Most Happy To Cut Just
What You Want.

16 OZ.

MACORNI SALAD 33'
DEVILED EGGS 6 fir 49' CHEESE

4
E COTTAGE
:
LE
1D
:
4
PIN

1 2 GALLON
/
A TENDER STEAK
ALWAYS MAKES
DAD HAPPY.

(Fresh, Green & White)

BUSH'S

GREEN LIMA BEANS

WONDER

CORN CHIPS

303 Size Can

TWIN PACK

2 29C
:FOR

BAG

29c
FROZEN

ADAM'S

Don't Forget Your No. 1
Quality Stamp Coupon
Good For 300 Free
Quality Stamps

FOLGERS COFFEE
SWIFT

690

3

FOR

.
$1
00

OLEO

5 $1.00
LBS.

HOOP

This Ad Good Through

CHEESE
1151

Taste Like Mother's Used To, 3ut The Sure Are

12 OZ. CAN

LITTLE ANDY

INSTANT

6 OZ. JAR

ORANGE JUICE

Wednesday
June 23, 1965

0
We Reserve The Right To
LB.

Limit Quantity.

8 A. M. To 8 P. M.
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FULTON PURE MILK

And ills
Wallet, toot

COTTAG
CHEESE

lb
BOX
IT'S OUR FAVORITE
WHY DON'T YOU MAKE IT YOU
RS

BUSH 300 Size 15 oz.

It's Dad's Day to be dined in style —
so whatever else you give
him, give him a ROYAL FEAST
this Sunday. Serve him his
favorite foods in the "grand manner"
— and what manner could
be more "grand" than serving E.
W. JAMES & SON'S top
quality foods? YES — DO RIGHT BY
DAD! For good taste...
for good thrift...for GRAND SAVI
NGS — shop at E. W. JAMES
& SON where STOREWIDE LOW PRIC
ES made your money go
"FARTHER!"

REGISTER FOR COLO

CURTIS MATHES TELEVISION
TO BE GIVEN AWAY JULY 17, 1965
AT 7:00 P. M. NO OBLIGATION,
REGISTER AS OFTEN AS YOU
COME INTO THE STORE. Children

Sitill/WEMS••

KRAFT
MIRACLE

Under 16 Years Old Prohibited
To Register.

1;1 '
1111.4
4.
114%r4
•
.
•••

•

WHIP

••••
771.NW

SECOND BIG WEEK

'
ipr

.Or •

*
'1 •.1114,4 Mr. •

FREE 3 PIECE SILVER
BE
TEA SERVICE
BE
A w AY
JUNE 19, 1965 7:00 P. N.

,. „ . „. ,. ., .

TO
O

ati%lerFry 1
* ••••

'
EP•"
•
"4
:
17X34
41
:7•;
;

..-4c.
1, ,.;-.,,,,..
.
...4..4..:,
:
4,
,t_ .....-:v
.
::
.
...- .......... ....-.0.:

t

'1
N,•••••• •••
yrIT
e=r rri• St.Ire,.
74
41
"
11
7
,
.
'V- 1111•••*•

NO OBLIGATION ... REG
ISTER WHEN YOU COME
INTO STORE. CHILDREN UNDER 16

"V.4
.F
.
...*. •Zr
.'% Jr:
.
- '''
rriprtn4p;-••••••, reIra
•••1:
'
,... go
.
I'
,
" •11/ 1,1,
...... .........
:
x
•• M..-11•Or. ....„,,

I-

YEARS OLD PROHIBIT
ED.

Vir-.-,S —;.
--- B..
Tr,.....
—-------1
,4 .c.....4.,—..7,z

,••••••• sr.••••• a •••••.
• arra. 41=1;nor
.74
.- ..•
..
I ,70=..:.

FREE STEREO RECORD
PLAYER GIVE
r9NA
BEWAY
JUNE 16, 1965 7:00 P. M

4
,
,
/ •••••W• ••■••••• a-Sa••.f.:
EZ
",
••11P ••
••••••••• ••••• rm..as .1,1111W14
.
;
•••4
•
„
•
:
0,
.1= ......
....
.
, .••••M
1.;:•Aire r01 •••••
.

r

....4X-K,!.."711CA.11447171fr.
—

- - -:
77-3.----e.-:«::-...:

ANININ*

NO OBLIGATION. REGISTER WHEN YOU COM
E
INTO STORE. CHILDREN UNDER

•

16 YEARS OLD PROHIBI

CI

FREE
PIE E ILVER
COFFEE SERVICE GIV_'_A BAWAY
JULY 3, 1965 7:00 P. M.

Plus Quality Stamps
LIMIT I PLEASE

NO MEMBER OF FAMILY OR EMPLOY
EE OF THE E. W. JAMES & SON
SUPER MARKET ARE ELEGIBLE TO
REGISTER FOR ANY OF THE MERCHA
NDISE TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

NO OBLIGATION ... REGISTER WHEN YOU
COME
INTO STORE. CHILDREN UNDER 16

YEARS OLD PROHIBITED.

(
111

PILLSBURY

4 OZ. CAN

CRESENT ROLLS 2 17c SWEET MILKGALLoN89'
DONUTS
39' TISSUE
fw 39'
PIZZA
59
3 $1.00
BREADS
49'etitiY
19'
FULTON PURE

for

MORTON FROZEN

FACIAL

LYDIA GREY 400 COUNT

18 PER PKG.

ASY

WITS

To, 3ut The Sure Are Easier To Fix.

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE

NEA

12 1/2 Oz.

'
Pi

MORTON FROZEN

AN

E E

16 Oz. Loaves

STALK

ALL MIX DRINK

COCA-COLA
PEPSI-COLA

jl

GOLD INN 46 OZ. CAN

FROZEN (Cheese Flavor)

CARTON OF 6

3 $1100
FOR

Plus Deposit
On Bottles.

GREEN

FOLGER S CAN

DR. PEP ER -- NU GRADE-SUNCREST ORANGE

STOKELY'S 303 SIZE

4 to flA ONIONS 3
COFFEE
/5c PLUMS
SP
$1
INACH
6°
°
SWEET 10
89c Grape Juice
39
'FEES
AP!!PLES
4
PEARS
3 for $1.00 MILK
3 41c
Onions

Bunches

lb

NO CALORIE FOOD SWEETENER

PAW PAW

FRESH

lb

flu

24 OZ.

PACIFIC GOLD

BARTLETT

JACK SPRAT

2 1/2 SIZE

WESAP

13 OZ. CAN

lb
bat

cans

1321CH

CAKE MIX

CINCH

5 1.00 CABBAGE
FOR

19' DRINKS
19' FREE SAMPLE
59' EGG PLANT
35c PARSNIPS

39

CARTON.
Plus Deposit

DR. PEPPER
Friday & Saturday
lb

CELLO BAG

HOME GROWN

LB.
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15 points in Murfreesboro, we
do
not claim this," said Mr. Hobgoo
d.
"We hope we have raised it,
and
we seem to have done so,"
concluded the Tennessean. Emphas
is
is being pieced on Material
s, environment, art, children's
literature, and games. Other inst
ructors
to be heard during the wee
k in-

elude: Mrs2Edgar Allen, Mrs. Jun
e
Smith, Mrs. Polly Hilliard, Miss
Rubie Smith, Mrs. Billie Downing,
Mr. Bill Martin, Miss Frances
Lasbbrook, Miss Isobel Crutchfield,
Mrs'. Anna Miller, Miss Mary
Ramer, Dr. Clegg Austin, and Dr.
Frank Rodman.

Root of Economy
The hard core of our basic
economy begins and ends with
the 6.8 million people who are
engaged in work on farms!
This would encompass all of
the people over 21 years of age
who live in Kentucky,
Alabama, and Mississippi.

see,

Tennes-

BUILT-IN
CUSHIONED FLANGE
WALK-IN
COMFORT!
perfect
to give
for
SWITCHBOARD SCENE at the
old Lake Street

office in 1921: (left): Calla Latt
Myrtle Walsh, Eleanor Luten, Rut
a, seated at desk; (standing
in front row, from left):
h Tamer, Lila Hastings, Thu
la Rogers, Thelma McDaniel;
T. J. Grigg.

(back row): Evelyn Jamiso
(seated at switchboard, from
n, Mrs. T. J. Grigg,
left): Irene Sta!tins, Lottie Stal
lins, Mary Wilkins, Olive Sam
s.

Operation "Headstart" Widely Attended At Murray
"Operation Headstart" more tha
lived up to its name on the
Murray State College campus Mon
day.
Officials had expected 120 teac
hers
but were inundated with 142 regi
strants. 'The elementary teac
hers'
training program livened up
the
normally quiet week between
graduation and the beginning of
the
Summer Session slated for Jun
e 14.
They came from as far awa
y as
Owensboro, 150 miles east of
Murray. Twelve counties wer
e repre•

sented: Calloway, Caldwell
, Christian, Daviess, Fulton, Hender
son,
Hopkins, McCracken, Muhlen
berg,
Todd, Trigg, and Webste
r.
"The purpose of this one
-week
training session at Murray
," said
Dr. Don Hunter, Dean of
the School
of Education, "is to prepar
e kindergarten and first-grade
teachers
to work with culturally disa
dvantaged children." Dr. Hun
ter, general director of the progra
m, went
on to explain that chil
dren from
poverty-stricken families ofte
n have

•
• •
•
•%%%%%%•%%%
%%%%%%%•

N.•
••••

a difficult time adjusting to
school
and are way behind children
from
middle-class homes. This pro
gram
will train the teachers who
will
actually teach in "Operatio
n Headstart" classes for eight wee
ks starting June 14.
"The frame of reference of
most
of our teaching in Americ
a today
is based on middle-class
culture,"
Dr. Hunter continued, "ye
t many
of these pupils from poorer
homes
have never experienced
the .objects and the vocabuary whi
ch is

common in the mainstrea
m of
American life." These chil
dren
thus get off to a bad start and
they
never recover.
The program is made possible
by
a Federal grant under the
Economic Opportunity Act. Monday
's
sessions were highlighted
by the
appearance of Superintendent
B. E.
Hobgood, of Murfreesboro, Ten
nessee, who pioneered the techniqu
es
to be used nationally. "While
national director Sargent Shriver
said
that we raised the IQ of chil
dren

HAIG
M2280-2 Black Smooth
M2281-2 Royal Oak Color
Smooth
Cushioned Flange, Welt,
Leather Sole,
Rubber Heel, Flint Last.
A 9-12; B 8-12; C 7-1
2; D 6-12

azz=

(Sunday June 20)

These are the most accept
able shoes of the season
. . . in looks
and comfort! Exquisite
styling of luxury leathe
rs accents the
look . . . quality cushio
ned flange construction
provides the
comfort. But, don't take
our word for it . . . come
in, look over
our complete collection
and step inside for comfor
t!

USE]

BAT'S FAIIILT SHOE STORE
E

Furr
•. ••••

N.'6 \•

•

WHEN
YOU C,
YOU C
THAN:

CONGRATULATIONS

Li
HIGHE
AT RE,
Outside
Inside I
Porch 4
Outside
Bucket'

Don't
Fatha
—
—
—
—

on completion of their fine new buildi
ng to house dialing equipment for the cit
ies of Fulton Kentucky and South Fulton
Tennessee.
,
We know the new touch tone phon
es and direct distance dialing will be a gre
at asset to the Twin Cities. We ar
proud to have had a part in the constr
e
uction of this new building.

Seth E. Giem and Associates
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Memphis, Tenn.

•\•
•
•

\•
•
•

N.•N.

%%%%%%%%

•%%%%%•
•••
•
•
•N.

N.••••

NSF.
TOO
LUG
FUR

SA
Laki

wallitiimomormam
mera.
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Food Service Sales
To Reach $27 Billion

3nonty
)f our basic
kcl ends with
•pie who are
on farms!
yeas all of
years of age
TennesMississippi.

New York— About one
dollar in 10 spent with retail business is spent in restaurants
other eating establishmen or
ts.
In 1963 food service sales are
expected to reach $27 billi
on.

Retired Officers
Selling, Managing
Washington—The largest
number of retired military
ficers go into sales work ofthe
second largest group into ,busi
ness or managerial nccupati ons,
and one in five is in
one of
the professions, the Labor
Department says.

THRT"GA
RED AT SMITH'S FOR DINNER IN 1953 to
honor Mrs. Calla Latta at her retirement:
(seated, from left): Grace Grace, Adol
ma Hawkins, Naomi Mooneyham, Evel
yn Jamison. (standing, crom left): Mar
phus Latta, Calla Leta, Em
y Anderson, Noble Morse, the former Mar
Groan, Paducah, Mrs. Eunice Taylor,
y Francis Roberts, Martha Jane McK
Lila Hastings, G. E. Prince of Paducah, Mrs
night, R. A.
. Dorothy Patrick, Mrs. Myrtle
Tuck of Paducah and Manager Bud Hughes
Walsh, Mrs. Mary Wilson, Mrs. Dori
.
s Thomas, R. C.

SPECIAL!
Beautiful
decorator pillows

Poznan Fair Opened
Warsaw,-Poland
—Premier
Josef Cyrankiewicz opened the
34th international trade fair in
Poznan yesterday. Sixty countries from both sides of the
Iron Curtain are participating.

Smooth
.eather Sole,
6-12

For The
* The Povad

PIT BAR-B-Q

BEST

CUSTOM BARBQ
Thick Shakes

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

I-

NMI NM nil MIN

WHEN IT COMES TO PAI
NT
YOU CAN PAY MORE
BUT
YOU CAN'T BUY BET
TER
THAN:

OLD •
SOUTH
HIGHEST QUALITY PAINTS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
!
Outside White
$3.50 gal.
Inside Latex
$2.99 gal.
Perch & Floor En. $4.95 gal.
Outside White in 2 gallon
Buckets • only $4.99 • buck
et

Don't Forget Dad on
Father's Day! we have
—
—
—
—

FISHING TACKLE
TOOLS
LUGGAGE
FURNITURE
SAVE

MORE

AT

RAILROAD
SALVAGE CO.
Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.

INN MIN INN MIN I= J.

or Sandwich

••••

AT WORK ON THE FULTON SWITCHBOARD IN

1924: (from left): Lila Hastings, sitting at des
k; manager Dee Mitchell and Mrs. Ruth
Tarver. Operators are unidentified,

Hamburgers

AUTHORIZED

Ray'sTounge

FORD TRACTOR

Band Nights- $l. Per Pismo

when you

get a call-alang
A. C. BUTTS & SONS

SALES AND SERVICE
SAT Nile*

Field Days
Scheduled For
Beef Cattle
A series of three junior beef cattle field days for all interest
ed
youngsters has been scheduled
for
July 6, 7 and 8 by the Kentuc
ky
and American Angus Associations
.
The events will be designed
to
help youngsters do a better job of
selecting, feeding, fitting and sho
wing their ster and heifer projects
,
Dean Hurlbut, director of junior
activities for the American Angus
Association reports.
Each field day will include dem
onstrations on clipping and gro
ombig, and how to recognize corr
ect
type, as well as talks by lead
ing
cattlemen in the area. All inte
rested children and adults are
invited
to attend.
The schedule is:
July 6-41:00 p. m., Floyd Dive
rt
farm, Danville; July 7-1:00
p. m.,
Joe Meng farm, Bowling
Gre
July 8-1:00 p. m., Murray en;
State
College, Murray.

100% WOOL

Coolerator
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS

Tourist Drop Reversed

WILTON
4 COLORS

$4.88 Sq. Yd.

Kingston—Jamaica's mos
successful tourist year wast
1964, with 227,417 visitors, who
spent $38.2 million. The new
records in visitors and revenue
reversed a three-year decline.

WALL - TO - WALL
OR
ROOM SIZE

See Editorial In
Tribute To "The
Voice With A Smile"
In The Fulton News
Page Two

20,000
INSTALLED

ADMIRAL
CHEST
FREEZER

$279.95

POPEYE PRIZE
PARTY!
EACH THURSDAY AFTERN
OON
1 PM! STARTING JUNE 17t
h

20 Cubic Foot
Hollywood Bed
Ensemble

toYs', in

"SPOOK CHASERS"

(Maple or French)

$219.95
RECLINER

$38.88

Admiral Chest Freezers give you gia cap
nt
acity in compact cabinets. faster and better freezi
ng...
styling.

"COLOR C
FREE ADMI
BOTTLE CAPS
PLEASE

LAKE STREET
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